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Opinion

Sports

Holidays evoke that 'gifted' feeling.
SEE ED"ORIAL PAGE 4.

Lobo basketball: 2·0 in PAC: SEE
STORY PAGE 29.

Dave Barry expects other shoe to

Women host Arizona team: SEE
STORY PAGE 28.

drop. SEE OPINION PAGE 5.
College of Education gets the
SEE OPINION PAGE 5.

rap.

WeUDunn:SEESTORYPAGES1and
26.

Jeff Alaxender

News
Prl•on Life: Tough for Guards
SEE "STORY PAGES 11·18.

too:

Ebenezer Scrooge in Att•uquei'QUit:
SEE STORY PAGE 22.
~son Art: SEE STORY PA6E 25.

Search Committee Chairman dl•·
apointed: SEE STORY PAGE 18.

Ray Cha~es: SEE STORY PAGE 24.
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Wire Report.

by United Press International

Heartland flood grows worse
as residents evacuate homes
Floods created ghost towns across damaged at least 13,000 homes,
the Mississippi Valley and the MidThe Meramec was expected to
west Monday as rising rivers forced . crest late Monday at a record 43 or
mass evacuations, closed roads and 44 feet, as much I!S 20 feet above
schools and spread millions of dol- flood stage. The river was forecast at
lars of damage.
several spots to exceed flood levels
The sun shone on floodravaged set in 1915.
areas of Missouri and Illinois, but
Fifteen counties were declared
officials warned the worst may come disaster areas.
later when rivers crest. Waters reIn Union, Mo., the swollen Bourceded in Mississippi and Arkansas. beusc River dropped Monday, leavNearly 18,000 people deserted St. ing behind mud and debris.
Alvera Peters of Union said the
Louis suburbs, where the Meramec
River spilled over its banks. Police flood was like a "science fiction
stood by to prevent looting, Some thing."
residents refused to leave.
•'I live on a bluff overlooking the
People trapped in their homes Bourbeuse," she said. "All you
draped sheets out windows as sig- could hear was the roar."
nals to helicopter pilots. Rescuers
In Illinois, volunteers and state
crisscrossed the area in highpowered disaster agency workers laid sandboats.
bags to reinforce levees in Peoria,
At Arnold, Mo., the Mcramec but lllinois Gov. James R. Thompbreached levees and authorities told son held off in declaring the state a
about 2,000 people to evacuate. The disaster area.
surging river washed away two days
Illinois Emergency Services <~nd
of work by hundreds of volunteers to Disaster Agen('y spokesman Chuck
strengthen the levees.
Jones said officials will wait until
Missouri authorities said five the Illinois River crests Tuesday and
days of flooding statewide forced Wednesday before making decJarathe evacuation of 24,500 people and tion.

"We're going to wait until we
know more than we do now. Where
we stand now is that the worst is yet
to come. It's really a hurry-up-andwait situation," Jones said.
Most of the 175 residents were
evacuated off Kaskaskia Island, Ill.,
in the Mississippi River, the site of
the state's first Capitol. River-wise
islanders began moving their furniture, farm machinery and grain off
the island during the weekend.
Kaskaskia was part of the mainland until a 19th Century flood
changed the river's course.
The U.S. Corps of Engineers and
the Mississippi Emergency Management Agency kept a watchful eye on
the Pearl River, swollen 7. 7 feet
above flood stage from a storm sys-·
tern which dumped up to 8 inches of
rain across the state.
Light rain and mild temperatures
continued along the eastern seaboard. Record highs continued
along the east coast. More seasonable temperatures were expected as
cooler air spilled over the Appalachians.

Modern Midas builds
world's smallest jet
HOUMA, La. -The depressed economy has struck hard at
many businesses, but life could
not be better for one oil and gas
company owner and aviation
pioneer with the golden touch of
a modem-day Midas.
John W. ''Corkey" Fornof
does not live far from his native
New Orleans, but he has traveled
around the world, flying more
than 5,000 hours in 126 different
aircraft.
Fornof built and owns the
world's smallest jet, the Acrostar, which will be featured in the
opening sequences of the new
James Bond movie, "Octopussy." He also is coowner of Francis Petroleum of Knoxville,
Tenn., a company that has gotten
rich from shallow oil strikes in
east Tennessee.
"As bad as the economy is,
it's never been better for me in
my life,'' said Fornof, who largely credits his success to family
and friends.
He designed and produced the
12-foot long, 5-foot, 8-inch high
Acrostar. The jet, capable of
speeds over 300 mph, weighs
450 pounds and has a 17-foot

wingspan.
The plane can fly just a few
feet above ground or soar to
30,000 feet, It is one of only two
jets with such capabilities, the
other belonging to 81\ Oklahoma
City man.
Fornof has flown the Acrostar
in four Japanese television commercials, piloting it into and out
of the open doors of a hangar and
between two lines of 18-wheel
tractor-trailer rigs.
Fornof, who described the
$125 ,000 jet as "one of the safest
airplanes I've ever flown,'' once
landed the craft on a North Carolina highway after losing engine
power.
He steered the jet down an Interstate 85 off ramp and into a
gasoline station driveway. ·
"The service station owner
just leaned back and looked at me
as J sat in the plane taking off my
gloves," Fornof said. "Then he
came over and said, 'Am 1 on
Candid Camera?"'
The Acrostar, only 4 feet wide
with Wings detach~d, has been
displayed in shopping malls,
banks and even a business conference room.
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Three UNM Regents have responded to criticism in a report from
the chairman of their presidential
search committee by issuing a reminder that the Regents hold final
authority in the selection of a UNM
president.
The report gives facts about the
search process, but it is the addendum that contains Travelstead's
observations, opinions and criticisms to which the Regents are
reacting.
Travelstead's biggest charge in
the addendum is that late in the process he began to feel that the Regents
had a bias against out-of-state candidates and were leaning toward
someone already at UNM. Hearing
rumors that Interim President John
Perovich was being seriously considered by the Regents, Travelstead
directly confronted Regents Henry
Jaramillo and Calvin Horn, and Bill
Weeks, executive assistant to the
UNM president. They all categorically denied it.
In a letter drafted by Horn and also
signed by Chairman Jaramillo and
Phillip Martinez, the three Regents
said the search committee was only
an advisory group, not a selection
group. The selection of the new
president is the responsibility of the
Regents, they added.
Quoting from the Regents' Policy
Manual, they wrote, • 'The president
ofthe University is appointed by and
reports directly to the Board of Regents.
"When the position of president
becomes or is about to become
vacant, the Regents conduct a search
for qualified candidates for the presidency.
"The Board is guided in this
effort by ethical and affmnative ac-

UNM football coach Joe Lee
Dunn tried to spend his first day on
the job like any other head coach of a
major college team - looking at
films, evaluating talent with .his
assistants and talking to players.
But Dunn also had to deal with
some 75 phone calls, more than 50
from p:ospctive applicants for one
of the five vacancies on the football
staff, plus calls from many well
wishers who had just learned that the
36-year-old coach had been named
to the top job.
Athletic Director John Bridgers
named Dunn as the head coach at a
press conference Monday, slightly
more than 24 hours after Joe Morrison resigned to take the head
coaching job at the University of
South Carolina.
Dunn confmned on Tuesday that
Mike Bender, the Lohos offensive
line coach, would also go to South

Happy
New
Year

107 CorneR

By

tion principles and procedures and
may be aided by an advisory search
committee which it appoints. Before
taking final action, the Board carefully considers the committee's recommendations but is not hound by
such recommendations, since the
Board has the sole responsibility for
appointing a president of the University."
Commenting on criticism of the
search process by Travelstead and
the press, Horn said, "Collectively,
the Regents agreed that John Perovich came closest to meeting our requirements.''
Jaramillo told the Daily Lobo
Monday that he did not want to comment "for the simple reason that
99.9 percent of the people were supportive of the process and praised it.
What purpose would it serve to comment. It's not that important. I'd like
to just drop it and go on with something else."

guidelines of UNM's Affirmative
Action Programs."
If the Regents do not have confidence in a committee's ability and
integrity to come up with a valid,
justifiable panel of finalists, Travelstead said that "the good faith
efforts of the committee would be
made in vain, since its recommendations would surely cause frustration,
anger, and even hostility. Such was
certainly the case in the 1982 search,
which seemed to end in satisfaction
for no one. "
Travelstead, provost emeritus
who has been with the UNM administration since 1956, said the search

Jaramillo told the Albuquerque
Tribune Friday that some of the criticisms were "totally incorrect,"
but that Travelstead was stating his
opinion and he respected that. He
added that Travelstead made "a lot
of good, valid comments. I tend to
agree with many of them."
"The success of the search process was seen in its excellent result," Jaramillo told the Lobo.
In the addendum, Travelstead
criticized the Regents on several
points and said the search committee
process probably should not be used
again, "particularly if the committee's efforts and recommendations
are to be viewed by the Regents as
they were in the 1982 search."
He said he doubts the use of the
committee in the search assured better adherence to the "spirit and

CHESTER TRAVELSTEAD
results will have a negative effect on
UNM's credibility in future searches
for administrators.
UNM may have to go through the
prO(;ess again in a few years as Perovich has committed himself for only
that amount of time. Legal counsel

is still investigating whether naming
Perovich as president on a permanent basis would be legal under
UNM's Affinnative Action guidelines.
Travelstead criticized Regents
Jaramillo and Ann Jourdan, who
served on the committee, for never
seeming able to "speak for theRegents, even on general questions."
The two disagreed often on what
the Regents' .;onsensus on a point
under discussion might be, Travelstead said, making it "apparent to
other members of the search committee that we were not getting a
clear, unmistakable voice from the
Regents as a group. "
Members of the committee who
did not attend every meeting, did not
read all material, or bmke the confidentiality of the group also are
targets of Travelstead's ire.
Travelstead said the break in confidence harmed the process as it
caused many committee members
''to refuse to enter into frank discussion, lest their remarks be immediately publicized.''
He said the search process should
have started from the beginning
again after the Regents could not
decide on a president from the list of
finalists~ the Regents should not
have chosen Perovich, who maintained his noncandidacy all along.
Travelstead said he was informed
of the decision to retain Perovich as
interim president late afternoon
Saturday, Nov. 20 when the Regents
could not reach a consensus on any
of the candidates. However, he
asserts that Jaramillo never told him
to call the candidates or that the
announcement of the retention
would be made at the football game.
"I was astounded, when as a
spectator at the Saturday night football game between the University of

Hawaii and UNM I heard at IiuJf.
time an announcement over the sta·
dium's public address system that
the Regents had voted unanimously
to continue John Perovich as interim
president and to end the search for a
president," Travelstead said in his
report.
Travel.~tead said he wrote the report as the chairman of the committee to record what the committee
did. He submitted it on his own initiative in an effort to help improve
future presidential searches at
UNM.
He estimated that the total monetary cost for the search process was
between $27,000 and $30,000. A
large part of this cost came from
personal visits with out-of-state
candidates.
The report outlines his and the
committee's actions from April 15
to Nov. 29 and contains the names of
all 13 semi-finalists. In September,
the committee had narrowed the list
from approximately 217 nominees
and applicants to tive residents of
New Mexico and eight out-ofstaters.
The eight out-of-state candidates
were Richard Landini, president of
Indiana State University at Terre
Haute; Donald Langenberg, deputy
director of the National Science
Foundation; John Prucha, vice chancellor for academic affairs at Syracuse University; Roland Haden,
dean of the College of Engineering
at Arizona State University; Paul
Rosenblatt, former dean of the College of Liberal Arts at the University
of Arizor.a; Bryce Jordan, vice
chancellor for academic affairs at
the University of Texas at Austin;
James McComas, president of Mississippi State University at Starkeville; and Melvin George, vice chancontinued on page 7 1

Things going smoothly for coach Dunn

/
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Critics· reminded of Regents' authority

Craig Claiborne •. James Beard, M.F.K. Fisher, Playboy, and
the New York T1mes have called Chez Panisse one of the few
truly great restaurants in America. Now a spectacular cookbook
by owner-chef Alice Waters assembles 130 of the notable recipes that brought this San Francisco establishment nationwide
acclaim.
Wha~ is ~emarkable abou~ Alice Waters' culinary invention is
her msp1red transformatiOn of classic French dishes into a
wh~lly American -:and ~holly original-- cuisine. Handsomely
des1gned by Dav1d Gomes, who also did the now-famous
graphics ofthe restaurant, this is indispensable for every serious cook and cookbook reader.

Fine cookbooks for Christmas at

UNM Bookstore

Carolina, as did offensive coordinator Frank Sadler, tight end coach
Tom Kurucz, and defensive line
coach Jim Washburn.
Dunn also confirmed that Tom
McMahon, in charge of the defensive secondary during the 1982 season, has been offered the defensive
coordinator job at the University of
Hawaii. McMahon, who returned
here Tuesday afternoon, has a week
to decide on the Hawaii job, Dunn
said. McMahon may also be in the
running for a position on M9rrison' s
staff at South Carolina.
Bridgers offered the job on Monday to Dunn after conferring with
Interim President John Perovich,
who received clearance from the
Board of Regents, to waive affirmative action guidelines to immediately hire Dunn. The former defensive
coordinator under Morrison
accepted the $54,000-a-year job

Monday afternoon.
Dunn said his decison not to follow Morrison was a tough one. "Joe
and I have been like brothers for the
pastten years," Dunn said. "Ireally
wasn't thinking about this job; I was
thinking about going to South Carolina with Joe."
But that changed with Bridgers'
phone call. "My feeling is that if I
hadn't done a good enough job that
they wanted me, there wa no need to
apply," he said. "Mr, Bridgers
made it clear that he wanted me as
head coach."
Dunn said his main priority is recruiting. • 'I'm not as concerned with
coming up with coaches right now,''
he said Tuesday. "Now is the time
wherfeveryone else is recruiting, so
we have to do the same thing with
the people we have. Besides, J told
the team yesterday (Monday) that
we are going to hire quality coaches
to coach quality people,''
Number one priority, Dunn savs

is "to win the WAC. If we can do
that, we get a bowl bid, no matter
who votes for us in the polls." The
Lobos, achieving the school's best
football record ever with ·a 10-1
mark, was snubbed by howl committees or ranked in the wire service
polls released Monday.
In related developements Tuesday, linebacker Johnny Jackson,
named the Western Athletic Conference defensive player of the year last
week, was named third team AllAmerican by the Associated Press.
Jackson, a sophomore, led the
Lobos in both tackles and quarterback sacks during the past season.
He was also named theWAC defen·
sive player of the week three times,
AP defensive player of the week
once and Spons Illustrated defensive player of the week once during
the past season.
Senior mooing back Mike Carter
and sophomore free safety Ray
Hornfeck also were named honorable mention All-Americans by AP.

Joe- Cavaretta

JOE LEE DUNN

Unavoidable automobile trouble
is only excuse for parking illegally
By Terri Jenkins
There are mitigating circumstances for being illegally parked,''
said Captain Alex Roybal of the
campus police.
"If your car breaks down, and
you' have to leave it in an area that
isn't your permit area, or even a no
parking area, call the campus
police," Roybal continued. "If you
will notify our office that your car
cannot be moved due to car trouble,
we'll sec that you don't get a ticket
or the car towed away, "
Batting car trouble, however, a
Jorge Lovato
vehicle should be parked in either its
ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS: ICim Kimenker makes a wish designated permit parking zone or at
during the ASUNM Christmas party held Wednesday at the a meter.
Permits may be purchased at the
SUB. Santa Claus was played by ASUNM Vice-President Dan
campus
police office. A one year, or
.. ... Serrano
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two semester permit cosis $36.
ShoJJid a student leave school before ·
the second semester, $18 will be re•
funded after the permit is returned.
Permits should be placed on the
windshield, in line with the rear
view mirror. Laminated parking
stickers are issued to those persons
who will be driving and parking
more than one vehicle on the campus. These should be hung from the
rear vic~ mitror in whichever car
the student drives that day.
"Once in a while, one of these
laminated stickers gets stolen,"
Roybal said. "When this happens, a
report is issued to the parking en·
forcement officers (called meter
maids by the general public) and the
officers will check the numbers on
the laminated permits.'' Each per-

mit has the license numbers of the
vehicles for which it was issued on
the back.
The campus police office is responsible for the issuing and sale of
parking permits.lf a person illegally
or unknowingly purchases one from
another source and uses the permit,
they are usually let off with a warnin~, Roybal said. "But it is fraud
and a misdemeanor," he said.
A parking ticket is a $5 fine, payable to the State of New Mexico
Metropolitan Court. Parking is forbidden in all yellow zones and redpainted fire lanes. Areas painted
green are either reserved for officials
or loading zones; blue areas arc restricted to handicapped students.
Meter violations result in a $2 fine.
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DOONESBURY

Editorial
Give of self for holiday boost
When Jason was 5 years old,
he decided Christmas was for
giving. Now, most children of
such few years believe Christmas is for getting. But even at
that tender age, Jason knew the
euphoria that comes from giving
of one's self,
He had ltlucl<y, though. Jason,
now 12, has parents who have
treated him with much TLC
throughout his young life. While
he was growing up, they emphasized to him the importance of
other's feelings, the sense of
one's own growth through giving selflessly.

During the year, when Jason
spies something he thinks would
l:!e a good Christma:;; gift for a
particular person, he carefully
counts his money and makes the
purchase. He painstakingly gift·
wraps the present, grinning with
delight at the prospect of the intended recipient's response.And
finally, he tucks it away in a secret place, content l:!ecause he has
chosen well.
Contrast this to the harried
pace most of us keep the week or
so just l:!efore the Big Day. We
rush,. we curse, we scowl. We

LIFE
AND
RELATED
UBJ
By Dave Barry
Things are finally starting to
look up on the Cold War front,
Interest In the Cold War has declined seriously in recent years,
for which I l:!lame the Russians.
Years ago, the Russians had
some excellent Cold War-style
leaders, such as Nikita Kruschev,
who was willing to go the extra
mile to prove he was an insane,
power-mad Communist tyrant.
Rememl:!er the time he paunded
his shoe on the table at the United Nations? Kruschev was full
of creative little deranged
touches like that, and he had
most Americans firmly con·
vinced that it was only a matter
of time before Russian troops
marched into Los Angeles. Of
course, if Russian troops actually
had marched Into Los Angeles,
they would have l:!een run over
by Porsches driven at high
speeds by television executives
who we.re late for luncheon
appointments, but that is beside
the point. The point is that we
were terrified of the Russians,
and the Cold War was interesting.
NEW MEXICO
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Things started to look up when
Brezhnev died. He actually died
in 1979, l:!ut his death didn't
appreciably change his appearance, so the Communist party
leaders kept it a secret and continued to have him review troops
while they selected a successor.
They recently settled on Yuri
Andropov, who waged an exciting election campaign, with lots
of political commercials on the
Russian television network:
Announcer: Comrade voters, vote for
Yuri Andropov. He knows your hopes
and dreams. He also knows where you
live, who your friends are, and what
you talk about when you're at home
with your spouse. This announcement
was paid for by everybody.

***
Election night was, as always, an
C)(citing time in the Soviet Union. Millions of Russians were glued to their
television sets watching the returns
come in:
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An old friend of mine, Gary
Mayhew, is currently a math
teacher of twelve years' experience at Sandia High. It is clear
from my knowledge of the man
an4 from conversations with exstudents of his that he is an excellent instructor and is al:!le to
arouse interest in a field which
does not generate a lot of enthusiasm among high school students these days. He in fact
teaches an advanced honors
class which few others in the systern are qualified to handle and
occasionally brings in a mathematician from UNM to speak to
his students.
Well, Gary Mayhewwilll:!e losing his job at Sandia. No, he has
notmissedclassesorcommitted
a felony or propositioned a student or fought with the administration. Why, then, is he being
terminated, especially now,
wh!ln there is a growing shortage of qualified math teachers?
Because he has done something
far worse: he has refused to take
a new educationist reading
course declared necessaryJor recertification.
There is, of course, a growing
reading problem in this country.
The public schools are simply
not teaching students to read
and write, and we are creating a
increasingly illiterate society,
with all the dangers that involves. The problem has reached
such a magnitude, however, that
growingpublicoutrageisbeginning to pressure the .education
establishment into taking some
sort
of action.
And.whatactionisbeingtaken
in New Mexico? How has our
state board of education determined· to. attack the problem of
declining literacy in our schools?
Why, it's simple. Just require all
teachers to take a course in reading. That should do the trick.
Mayhew refused to take this
course for two reasons. First, he

is that of the ed;tor and reflects I he ed1torial

teaches math. Second, having
taken educationist courses in
order to obtain certification he
knows full well how empty and
meaningless most educationist
courses are and refuses on principle to waste his time on such
nonsense. It is an insultto him as
a teacher.
And for this New Mexico loses
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fact, the school district was
preared to dismiss him in the
middle of the semester and thus
leave his honor students completely in the lurch. But then, the
educationists do not seem interest6d in students or capable
teachers, but only in preserving
the image of education and the
reputation and· funding of their
establishment. Fortunate'ly,
pressure from parents and
friends'willlikely keep Mayhew
his job until the end ofthe school
year,
You may be thinking: Is this
guy some kind of fool or what? ,
No, he is a man of principle, willing to sacrifice his job in protest
against the idiotic practices of
the educationists, who are presiding over the ruin of American
public education. It is hardly impressive for me, safe and secure
with my tenure, to criticize Education; what Mayhew is doing
demonstrates real class.
It is for reasons such as this
that I have spent so much time
attacking the College of Education. These people are destroying our education system
and contributing mightily to the
ruin of our language in their
attempts to conceal with jargon
and nonsensical prose the lack of
content in their courses and
programs.

Close to UNM

·--~-----------------------·

Beat The Christmas Rush

general
store

And the educationists
apparently know they practice
Harvard SE
silliness. Despite alii have said or
403 Conlon Rd. West
8117 Menaul Nf.
(across from UNM)
written ·against Ect.ucation in the
Santa le
166-7709
past years, including direct and
insulting criticism of the present
and past deans, on only one
'll'll'll'll'lfW'Jl"B'Jl'lf'lfJ
occasion have I received a reply, U'll'lftJ'Il'll'll'lf'll'll'll'll'lf'll'2J'Il'll'll'lf'll'lr'lnl'll
·
~ ·
a pathetic, ill-written letter from fill
.
fowl
an undergraduate in the college. 111
Is there no one in the faculty or
l!'t'
administrationofEducationwho
s·
can defend their practices? Sure- flrl
fowl
ly you could find someone out- l!'t'
...,
side Education to draft a reply &;
&;
intelligibletotheoutsideworld.
1call upon the university facul...,
ty to cease tolerating the educa·
tionists. I suspect most of you ~~~
V8.
feel as I do about Education and
flrl
it is time to declare yourselves.
Refuse to recognize these people
l!'t'
as faculty colleagues. Refuse to
Serving the University of New Mexico and the Albuquerque area
&;
accept the College of Education
Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00
·
~
as a legitimate segment of the
university. Do not allow any
mention of Education to pass
without some critical comment. ...,
We may not be able to rid tm
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N.eed So·me Cash·
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For Chrl•stmas· Gl·v.·ng
flrl
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GaryMayhewisgivinguphis ..
job. Is it too much to ask that we
risk the labels of "unprofessional" or "troublemaker" by speaking out against the intellectual f7rl
outrage that is the College of ...,
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"A UNIQUE,
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Arts Edi1or.~ ................. Eddie Tafoya

Reporter•• , ••••..•••••.• Dennis Pohlman
Reporter •. , ................. Terti Jenkins
Reponet, . , .. • • • • • .......... Ramona Nye
Entertainment Reporter •••••. Johanna King

CASEY OPTICAL CO. I
Regula•· $15.99 Value I
//'.
SALE 1
/
/ ~
~·
l2tl oz Uquifilm Wetting Solutio~·
,.,...., ~
·
E;
(Limit 2 per customer) $4.99 1
0
4fl oz Clean-N-Soak
· . . '"" } • -- ~
265 • 8846
I
1Y2fl oz LC-65 Daily Contact
-; · - ·.- · • .•;.·
i. '·-;.·.
I
Lens Cleaner
}
.,
~
4306 Lomas N E
I
Lens storage case
·
~
Lomas Blvd. at Washington
I
I
Mirror

Announcer: We just received the firSt
returns from the city of Munsk, where
Yun Andropov made a surprisingly
strong showing, garnering 17 million
"yes" votes and one ''no" vote,
which was cast by Ivan A. Buzzoff,
fonnerly of 257 Avenue of the Ordinary Person and currently cO!llered by
dogs in front of 155 Boulevard of the
Working Class. We'll have lots more
returns, so don 'ttoucb that dial. We're
serious. Don't touch it.
I may be an uptimist, but I think we
can expect big things from Comrade
Andropov. He hasn't done much yet,
but he has beady, glinting eyes, and
I'm sure it's only a matter of time
before he makes some deranged. gesture that will put some life back in the
Cold War. Now, I know what you're
thinking. You're thinking, "What
good is a deranged Russian gesture if
we Arnencans fail to respond?" Well,
you'll be pleased to know that President Reagan is way ahead of the Russians, gesture-wise. He recently
announced that we're going to spend
$26 billion to build a new missile system, which used to be called the
"MX" but has been renamed the
"Peacekeeper," a truly wonderful
name for a nuclear missile (the other
leading candidate. for a name was
"Bambi"), President Reagan wants to
bunch all the Peacekeepers together in
Wyoming, the theory being that the
Russians won't be able to attack them
because nobody really knows where
Wyoming is.
So far. the Russians haven't come
up with a good, insane gesture in response to the Peacekeeper, but I'm
sure they wilL I bet that even as you
read these words, Comrade Andropov
is having several aides remove his
shoe.

1
I Prep
Convenient,
I ali-in-one
storage box

Educationists cause
loss of good teacher

grouse, grouch and growl. We
spend too much. We're afraid we
haven't spent enough. We are
overwhelmed.
Jason is never overwhelmed.
He would as soon give a prettily
wrapped coupon for one free 1'11do-the-dishes-no-complaininghonest to his mother as he would
a diamond necklace. And she
would rather have the coupon.
Most mothers would.
This holiday, we should consider Jason's example. Giving of
ourselves is the most our families and friends expect, and it's
often the best present of all.

Cold War front is looking up
But Kruschev left office in
1964, and his replacement,
Leonid Brezhnev, wasn't nearly
as scary. He looked like a potato
with enormous eyebrows, and
his health was so poor that he
wouldn't have been able to lift a
normal shoe, let alone pound it
on a table. He would have had to
use a lightweight jogging-style
shoe, which the Russians would
have had to import from the United States b!!cause they lack the
technology to produce one
themselves. So Leonid spent his
time reviewing the troops and invading countriesfarfrom the United States, and Americans lost
interest in the Cold War and took
up racquetball.

·--------------------------·
Cleanp:.;!tow®

Opinion

by Garry Trudeau
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PIZZA EXPRESS
243 ..2100 FREE DELIVERY!
Come in and try our Video Games

1 -------y2i:RE£tlrERs-l
I $2 •00 OFF I OF SOFT DRINK II
•
I with any LARGE PIZZA
any
two or more item
I
I 1 fDftl:o1:'£ LIT£Dn I
I LARGE PIZZA 1 with any SMALL PIZZA I

1•.

243-2100
1710 C
I SE
entra

one coupon per pizza
limited delivery area
--------

I

•

Economic role of technology

We would like to thank the following organizations for the
hard work and financial support
that made this year's Hanging of
the Greens a great success: Interfraternity Council, Pan hellenic
Council, Sigma Chi, Alpha Tau
Omega, Lambda Chi Alpha, Pi
Kappa Alpha, Kappa Sigma, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Phi Gamma Delta, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Alpha
Chi Omega, Chi Omega, Delta
Delta Delta, Pi Beta Phi, Kappa
Kappa Gamma, Delta Sigma Pi,

lO:OOa.m.- 6:00p.m.

I
I
I
I

Thanks: Hangers of Greens
Editor:

F~ FUR COLLAR
WITH $20~ PUQCHA&c/

PIZZA EXPI\ESS

Letters

I E:

(?0'5) 247·056'1-

I
I
I

Letters

I
II

1
I

Editor:

Garson and Son's Inc., New Mexico Union, La Posada, Physical
Plant, Boy Scouts of America and
the .Alumni Association.
More than 400 people came to
sing carols and present the
greens. We had more than
13,000 luminarias lighting the
campus, and with the extensive
coverage by the local television
stations, people all over the state
shared this time with us.

In order to understand the
source of our economy, it is
necessary, first, to understand
the specific role of technology in
a free society,
The power of constructive
technology is the common denominator of all economic transactions for our time.
The existence of technology
such as computer technology is
a reflection of civilization,
change of lifestyle and change of
labor economy. That change can
happen only when rational people are participating with the
wave of computer technology.
Computer technology is the
fountain head for our economic
advancement.
Economic power is the power
to use the high technology of the
time to trade what one has produced. In a free market where no
man or group of people can use
physical coercion against any•
one, economic power can be
achieved only by voluntary
means: by the voluntary choice
and agreement of all those who
participate in the process of production and trade.
Wealth, in a free market, is
achieved by a free, general,
"democratic" vote • by the sales
and purchases of every individual who takes part in the eco·
nomic life of the country.
Whenever you buy one product
rather than another, you are voting for the success of some
manufacturer. America's technological progress, in the short
span of a century, has acquired
the character of a legend; it has
never been equaled anywhere

Steve Pierce
Vice President, Alpha Phi Omega

J:\vn Rand pushes capitalism
Edttor:

.
Glenn Isaacs, m response. to

your letter, I made the followmg
statement. To state that Rand
and ~itler are the same i~eolog!cally 1s a most contemptible, astnin~ and idiotic lie. You have
obvtously ne~er read any of
243-2100
Rand's wor~; Jf by chance you
1710 Central SE
have, you tgnore the c~ntent.
Rand does not apologtze for
one. coupon per pizza
capt't aI'1sm, s h e promo t es ·tt. Sh e
limited delivery areo .
!s ~o~ an .imperialist, she is an
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . tndtVIdUahst.Youhaveacorrupt,

PIZZA EXPRESS

Kappa Omicron Phi, Blue Key,
Mortar Board, Spurs, Las Campanas, Trailblazers, Resident
Hall Student Association, Coronado Hall, Laguna/De Vargas
Hall, Alvarado Hall, Santa Clara
Hall, Hokona Hall, Santa Ana
Hall, Residence Hall West, Child
Care Co-op, Manzanita Center,
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, UNM Varsity Cheerleaders, UNM Chaparrals, Student Veterans Association,
American Home Economics
Association, Springer Corporation, John Brooks Foodtown,

inept. and indefensible philosophy. If you want to go around
whining and moaning about all
the poo~ downtrodden people,
that's fme, but before you
attempt to dis~r~dit one of the
world's most bnlhant minds you
had best read her work. I ca~ see
you making your way through
life, cursing the nasty capitalists
because they won't give you everything your collectivist heart
desires. You'll suck the blood of
the producers while screaming
"unfair, unfair, you still have

1983 PEnTl-ISTl-IR C CHl-llb€nGE
•

some." If your ilk ever does sueceed in killing off the producers
what will you eat? Probably each
other, and when that's one
'II d'
g .
you
te.
David Wilson

Increase news
.an
newspaper
Editor:
l'dliketocommentbrieflyon
your reputation as editor of the
Daily Lobo: you do a real fine job
of putting together the few stories in the paper that you do run
each printing. You also do a fine
job in securing ads for the paper.
However, you are behind in providing the readers with enough
news.
From the Dec. 3 printing, 1
found that of the 12 pages, only
five and a half pages were devoted to news, letters to the editor, and comics. This makes 55
percent of the paper devoted to
advertisements. I feel that is
totally unfair to the students of
UNM.
I know it's a son-of-a-gun to go
out and dig up stories, but it
would be a "helluva good" if you
would. I feel readers deserve
more news, so please give us
more news.
Thank you,
Paul Beberg

on Earth, in any period of history.
The American businessmen, as a
class, have demonstrated the
greatest productive genius and
the most spectacular achievements ever recorded in the economic history of mankind. Producers are capitalism's essence
and greatest virtue.

group that distinguishes capttalism and the American way of
civilization; they are the symbol
of a free society· the symbol of
America's progress. If you wish
to fight for economic freedom,
you must begin by fighting for its
best representative, the American businessman.

Businessmen are the one

Sahlu Alumayehu

Editor:

the ceremony.

Alpha Phi Omega would like to
take this opportunity to thank all
the groups and individuals who,
through their participation,
made the Hanging of the Greens·
Ceremony one of the best UNM
has seen. It is the first time in
recent history that we have had
over 300 people and 18 groups
participate one way or another in

We would also like to thank all
the groups who helped us with
our Christmas party for the chil·
dren from the Child Care Co-op
and Manzanita Center.
We wish all students good luck
on finals and a Merry Christmas.

FROM

Now you can choose the
Right tool for vour job.

HP-15C • $135.00
Advanced
programmable
Calculator with
Special functions.

$120.00
HP-lOC Scientific
HP-llC Advanced Programmable
HP-12C Advanced Financial
HP-16C Computer Scientific
HP-41C Handheld Computer
HP-41CV Handheld Computer
w/5x memory
HP-82104A Cardreader
HP-82143A PrinteriPiotter

LIST
SALE
$ 80.00 $ 72.00
100.00
89.00
150.00 129.00
150.00 135.00
195.00
165.00
275.00
195.00
385.00

The Riddles. l'he challenges in the calendar are Intellectual ones.
Within the story and Illustrations, we've woven an intricate pattern
of clues in different areas of academics; Math, Computer Science,
Chemistry, Literature and recently a pair of smarty pants solved our
filth category, Music.

165.00
325.00

KROY

HEWLETT

Printer /Display
Calculator
Fast, quiet thermal
printer
List $75.00

COFFEE
. 19¢

Covered
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

VIDEO GAMES 2 for 25e

The Reason. We think you'll enjoy the Pentastar Challenge

.I
J

The 1983 Penlastar Challenge Calendar Is on 111le now at your

college book store. Or send $4.98 plus $1.52 postage and handling
($6.50 per copy) In check or 111oney order to: Penlaalar Challenge
322 S. Main St., Royal oak, MI48D67. Allow 3-5 weeks lor delivery.'

Tl-1750-111 LCD Slimline
Tl-1776 Solar LCD
TI-35SP LCD Scientific
Tl-55-11 LCD Programmable
TI-58C 480-Step Programmable
11·59 960-Step Programmable
PC-lOOC Printer/Plotter
BA·35 Business Analyst
BA-ll Business/Financial
Tl-5142 Plain Paper. Printer
Tl·5219 Commercial Printer

HOURS:

P

Wl-:..~1'

4,

3165SP4 America!

List
Sale
$46.75

$59.95

Sale prices subjett to
stock on hand

.t ~\JFH,IJ\''a,

~~=:e.-~=~ selling
nlcal pen. . . the besttechnical pen in

:;;

Sale

WV'agon

Pub Sandwich
$1.39

MON.--FRI. B:00-5:30

SAT. 8:30·4:30
Mall & Phone Order!;
Wttltome.

ARMY"NAVV GOODS
265-7777

230.00

INsrRUMENTS

Central at Yale

OTHE
NEW CHRYSLER
CORPORATION

The Kroy 24™desktop lettering system is the most compact, most
affordable way ever to give all your business communications the
professional look of Kroy"' le~ering. And the snap·in. self·loading
supply cartridges make this the easiest office letJering system ever.
Choose from a variety of tweslyles in SIZes from approximately ll pt.
(l/16") to 24 pt. fl. 4").
Everything from memos lo graphs. newsletters to overhead
transparencies look; belter In minute' For )u'l pennw; d word
And when your v:ork looks heller. you look h••lter
Call flOW for all the details and a no obhga11on ••valuation of the
remarkable new Kroy 24 desktop lettering sv,lt•m

TEXAS

Wrap up the Fall
Semester with us.

A chance lor you to win • scholarship, Dodge Charger and more.
If you thought The New Chrysler Corporation was something
different from other car makers, you're right. We've developed the
"Pentastar Challenge" as a small, but deserving tribute to American
Ingenuity and Intelligence.

$199.00

~e. PACKARD

HARRY'S PLACE

Calendar because It's functional, attractive and entertaining. You
might ask "Is Chrysler getting out of the car business and into the
calendar business?" No. But at $4.98 maybe you'll be impressed
with Chrysler enough to someday look at our cars. For us, that's
the challenge.

MC

H~ETJ'-PACKARD

CONCEPTIONS
SOUTHWEST

8-4:30 •1120 Las Lomss NE • 277·5743

YOU
GOT
ONE.

Coronado Center
Lower Level
883·9280

PERSONAL COMPUTING

Sale

UNM Photo
Cine Service

SMARn
PANTS.

"Reactor"
All first qual!ty merchandise
Albuquerque's largest
selection of first quality
athletic shoes

GREAT CHRISTMAS GIFTS FROM HOLMAN'S

Photo Suppllas
Photo Finishing
Discount Prh:as

O.K.

"a winning combination"

David Radosevich
President of Alpha Phi Omega

FJ/d4.

Kevin Williams from Notre Dame correctly deciphered the clues in
the calendar and sent the DiatoniC (C Major) music scale on a piece
of white paper with the entry postmarked on a full moon. They will
share the cash rewards, and each get the use of a new Chrysler
product because their answers were simultaneously received.
The Reward. If you are the first to have solved any one of the four
remaining riddles, you'll be awarded a $5,000 scholarship, a $5,000
cash grant to your school, your choice of a 1983 Turismoor Charger
to drive for a year and agold Pentastar Medallion. There are also 100
second place prizes of silver medallions. The official rules are on
the back of the calendar.

Raquetball

Ceremony gets support

ON CAMPUS

The Right Response. Darryl Koch of the University of Michigan and

Etonic

Tl-5040-11

LIST
SALE
$ 15.95 $ 13.95
19.95
17.95
25.00
19.95
50.00
39.95
115.00
89.95
250.00 199.00
225.00 190.00
35.00
29.95
50.00
39.95
115.00
89.95
205.00
165.00

$34. 95

265·7777

•

sizes 00, 0, L 2

List
$276.00
Sale

$219.95
61-2901 LERO\'® LETTERING SET
Set Contains: 61 0003 Adjustable Scriber
11 Templates,. 11 Standard Pens,
7 Reservoir Pens with Case.

HOLMANJS~
401 WYOMING NE•265·7981
Quality products for the World of Science, Engineering & Business.

504 YALE SE

-set of 4 pens-

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS

·'

P~gc
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Career Sales Opportunity
Northwestt>rn Mutual Life, tht• n,ltion's numlwr one spPcialist in individual Iife in;urance, is a wmpany with the
kind of name you'd like to havp going for you. And opportunities for growth und sucres; in our cornp.1ny have newr
hPen better. Whether you're just sturting your career, or
con~idering a change, we'd like you to investigate the
possibility of joining Northwestern Mutual a> a caret•r life
underwriter. If you're interested in this sales opportunity
coniact:
Jill Omann
6400 Uptown Blvd. NE
Suite 300 E
Albuquerque, NM 87110
(505) 883-5360

~Jt~rntem
The Quiet Company

A tough act to follow

Voting student member on the BEF
still priority of Lobby Committee
By Taina Kunsisto
The ASUNM Lobby Committee
bas found new hope in getting a voting student member on the Board ·Of
Educational Finance.
Such a bill bas been one of the
committee's priorities for the 1983
state legislative session, said Mark
Duran, ASUNM Lobby Committee
chairman.
"In the past few months we have
been getting a very bleak revenue
picture from the Department of Finance and Administration, and it
looks like funds to be appropriated
by the Legislature this year are going
to be very low," Duran said. "The
BEF voting student member is a
non-funding bill, and all of a sudden
non-funding bills look very good."
The Board of Educational Fi-

Bah, humbug!

nance overlooks all the higher
education in New Mexico from
course work to tuition fees.
Two of its 13 members are students appointed by the governor as are all members. The student
appointments are made on a rotational basis.
"Students are treated very courteously and are given all the parliamentary procedures. We can
make motions and comments, but
when the time comes to take a vote,
we lU'e not given that opportunity,"
Duran said.
We have always had the arena to
be heard, but never the means to be
helped, he said.
If tuition rises and the increases in
work study are not what the student
would like them to be passing this
bill would be one way of showing
students that the Legislature is concerned, he said.
The Lobby Committee has contacted members of the Legislature
and has received positive response,
Duran said. "They all have empha·
sized that the non-funding bills are
going to look good, especially if you
have been turned down earlier with a
funding bill."

If you can't stand
the holidays
another minute,
get lost in a good book from

Duran strongly believes that Governor-elect Toney Anaya will favor
the bill. "He did run on an educational platform," Duran said.
The committee bas not brought
the issue in front of BEF, but is taking it directly to the Legislature.
"We are dealing with a special
bylaw which the Legislature handles. The BEF does not deal with
bylaws," he said,
"To be completely honest I did
not want to risk it in front .of the
BEF," Duran said. .
He explained it is better to seek
the support of the BEF members individually, Duran said he believes at
least four members of the board
would support the issue and, at the
time of decision in the Legislature,
he can tell them that more than half
will be on his side.

13DAYS lOGO

500fo0ff
LADIES' SWEATERS
Reg._ $11.50 to $21.00

One concern the BEF members
have expressed is the time it takes to
"figure out what is going on in the
BEF," Duran said. They wonderif a
student member appointed for one
year would be able to function effectively, he said.

Now $5.75 to $10.50
Effective through Sunday, 12-12-82.

Duran said he believes student
leadership today is much better infanned than they were earlier, "[f
you asked lO years ago what the
BEF was, a member of the student
leadership may not have answered.
Today they could not define what it
is, but would probably name half of
its members," he said.

40°/o Off

Entire Line of Men's & Ladies'

LEATHER, DOWN &
POLY-FILL JACKETS
&VESTS
20°/oOff
/
MEN'S LONG-SLEEVED L~~=··
WESTERN SHIRTS · . ·.,=~=·.·.
(

Duran said that the suggestion to
appoint a voting student member for
more than one year would not work
because that student may not be the
president of the student body the
next year.

UNM Bookstore

Reg. $12.00 to $26.00

The two other priorities for the
1983 legislative session are an increase in work study and minimal
tuition increases.

Now $9.60 to $20.80
20o/o Off
MEN'S FASHION JEANS
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I
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Doughnut Holes ............... 5¢
Cake Doughnuts•••••••••••••• 20¢
Glazed Doughnuts ••••••••••.• 25¢
Sweet Rolls, Bear Claws,
Maple Bars, Jelly·fllled
Doughnuts .. , ............... 35ct
Chocolate Chip, Sugar, Oatmeal
Cookies ..................... 22¢
Small Brownies .••• , •• ,., ••••• 25¢
Large Brownies ••••••••.•..•• 35f

That's tight! At New Mexico Union Food Service we've rolled coffee prices back
to 5¢-or FREE with any food purchase·before Bam and after 4pm. so come to the
Union this Fall Semester and enjoy FREE coffee with a meal or your favorite
snack, during these special times. Offer valid only for students, faculty and staff
of UNM.

UN.MM

GOOD!

New Mexico Union Food service
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Now $16 .00 t 0 $20 •00
20°/o Off
MEN'S LONG-SLEEVED
FLANNEL SHIRTS

COMPUTER MAGAZINES: Analog, Antic, Apple
Orchard, Byte, Compute, Computer Gaming World,
Computers '83, Compu Kids, Creative Computing, Desktop Computing, Dr. Dobbs Journal, High Technology,
Interface Age, Micro, Microcomputing, Microsystems,
PC, Personal Computing, Robotics age, Softside, Sottalk, Sync., Technology Review, 80 Micro.
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Reg. $7.99 to $18.00.
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Now $6.39 to $14.40
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WESTERN BLOUSES
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CHILDREN'S BOOKS
1983 CALENDARS
LARGE BOOK SELECTION
REDUCED PRICES ON GIFT BOOKS

Values to $24.00

14 00
$ "

9AM-9PM, EVERY DAY
2112 Central SE
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$5.00

$5.00 ·I:

I
.
1 Bring in this coupon for $5.00 off any1
purchase of $15.00 or more.
:
:
1
Expiration date 12/31/82
•
I
I
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ATTENTION
We Setve
Homemade Pastries!

.==::::& __ . ,

Reg. $20.00 to $25.00

NEWSLAND
BOOKSTORE

Do you like
coffee?
Let me pour
you a cup
for 5¢
or with a
purchase FREE!
See details
below.
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HEALTH PROFESSION
MAJORS

I
I
I

The Navy Js seeking applicants for positions in the following:
• Medical School Scholarships Pre-Med Seniors Only
• Medical Service Corps •
Health Care Administration
Industrial Hygiene
Business Administration
• Nurse Corps • BSN
Join a very special team who enjoy a career with fine opportu·
nilies for growth and development. Full range of duty assign·
ments. Overseas travel. Specialties such as operating room
management, anesthesiology, family practice, pediatrics and
gynecology. Continued education and specialization oppor·
tunities. Up to $31,500 in4 years. Excellent benefits. 30-days
paid vacation annually.
For more Information
call 766·3895.
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STOP SMOKING!
WHhout climbing the walls
We break life-long
addictions
IN JUST 5 DAYS
Call the LAST MATCH
266-7086

Money-Back Guarantee!

For less than twenty bucks,
see how easy it is.

Some unique and fun classes offered
for those exceptionally bored students
n!Uil, the class will examine the literature of the classic beats, such as
At the beginning of each semester Michael McClure, Jack Kerouac,
many students find trying t<;> orga- John Clellan Holmes, William Burnize a class schedule that lS both roughs and Alan Ginsburg. Music of
interesting and makes some progress the era and film clips of the authors
toward a degree almost impossible. and artists reading their own mateThe Daily Lobo has prepared this rial will be presented, along with a
partial listing of some of the more special feature film, "Fried Shoes;
unusual and fun classes available Cooked Diamonds" a recent film
that overviews the time before being
this spring.
weird was being trendy. The class
The Beat Generation - This is will be taught by Lee. Bartlett, an
an English class covering the period English professor and author of
of the late '50s and early '60s before "The Deats: Essays and Criticism."
the tumult of civil rights and Viet- MWF 11-11:50 a.m.

By Dennis Pohlman

Philosophy - Law and Morals - Should you obey the law,
even if you can't get caught, and
why? The class, taught by George F.
Schueler MWF 9-9:50 a.m. usually
raises many more questions than it
answers as students grapple with the
problems inherent when society tries
to legislate mor11lity. Not designed
to define right and wrong, this class
may be a natural for students who
like to actively participate in those
college-style discussions on morality, truth and justice. No legal background is required.
continued on page 12

continued from page 3
cellor for academic affairs at the
University of Missouri at Columbia.
The in~st&te candidates were John
Aragon, president of New Mexico
Highlands University; Warren Armstrong, president of Eastern New
Mexico University; UNM Provost
McAllister Hull Jr.; Alex Mercure, a
former UNM vice president; and
UNM law professor Albert Utton.
After hearing reports from committee members that visited the outof-state candidates and a committee
discussion of the five New Mexico
candidates, the group produced the
list of eight finalists it submitted to
the Regents on Oct. I. The finalists
were Jordan, Landini, Langenberg,
Prucha, Rosenblatt, Hull, Mercure
and Utton.

On Oct. 8, the committee and the
Regents met in a closed meeting to
discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the eight finalists. At the request of the Regents during the
meeting, several others were considered. People discussed, but not
added to the final list were Aragon;
Annstrong; John Hernandez, fonner
dean of the College of Engineering
at New Mexico State University all three of whom had been
screened out by the committee and UNM Interim President John
Perovich, who was not a candidate.

The Ctllachrome Dtscovery Ktt IS here. It contams the materials
you neea to make 20 four-by-fJve pnnts dtrectly from your sltdes.
It only takes one Dtscovery Klllo see l1ow easy color printing wtth
Ctbachrome rc1111y ts. See for yourself'

Originally $30.00

Now Only $15.00

~!tlil c, 3..ner~,Co,.,.tt/
3417 Central NE
26&-n66
524 Coronado Center 883-5373
1713 Juan TaboNE 296·4888

Regents-

Phil Glass

ORANGE CARD? Registration at Bandelier Hall for spring semester has started and will last
until the tenth by appointment. After the thirteenth, an appointment will not be required.

WORK IN STYLE!

Student Directories
are nour available.
cost $1.00
On Sale at
UNM Bookstore
&
Student
Information Center
Complete listing
of students on campus,
and complete phone listings
of departments &
divisions on campus.

Get Yours Now!
Supply Limited!

The Winger Chukka: Soft, cushioned
insole. Soft oil-tanned, waterrepellent Velva Retan leather.
Cushioned wedge sole and heel.
All this, plus the tra.ditional toughness that sets
Red Wing workshoes
apartl Stop in.
SIZES: 7'/z-13, B-EE"
"Not all widths In all sizes.

3401 Central NE
266·2112

5809 Menaul NE
881·8311

MERRY CHRISTMAS
from

In the report, Travelstead said that
contrary to rumors, neither Jordan
nor Landini withdrew their names
from consideration in October because of an unwillingness to participate in public meetings as part of the
interview process on campus. Jordan withdrew his name in order to
accept the presidency of Penn State
University while Landini withdrew
his name because he was content
with his current postion.

ROSSICNOL MIRACE
OR
K2 230 LX SKI
PACKACE

REGULAR $390

27995

COMPLETE
Including Tyrolia Bindings, Heierling cobra Boots, or
Hanson Ski Boots, scott Poles, Mounted and Ready
to co.

FREE SANDIA PEAK LIFT TICKETS

with any Ski Package purchase.
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SKI RACK SAVINGS
BARRECRAFTER
SR 25 SKI RACK

DOVRE SKI RACK

REGULAR $50

REGULAR $60

NOW 4299

4 Pair · LOCking.

5 to 6 Pair Locking.

NOW

Schedules due
from veterans
Student veterans due to receive
benefits from the federal Veterans
Administration during the Spring
1983 semester must present their
class schedules to the campus Veterans Affairs Office before any such
benefits can be allocated, said
Director Leonard Channel.

SPECIAL CROUP
MENS, LADIES & KIDS
SKI PARKAS

1/3 1/2

Channel said it is important for
veterans to have the fact that they are
still in school verified by the Veterans Affairs Office before the begin·
ning of the semester, because his
office otherwise would have no record of class registration.

to

OFF

White Stag, Powderhorn & Elkhorn.

The Veterans Affairs Office is in
room 2122 of Mesa Vista Hall and
will remain open 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday during the
semester break. Telephone is 2773513_
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CARDENSWARTZ SPORTZ PRESENTS
THE SKI BALL FASHION SHOW!
At BOCART'S
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15th
at 9:45PM
$2 at the Door. If You're under 21, vou will need
a written parental permission note.

for a Complete Selection of
The Seasons Most Unique
Gift Items:
Great Variety of laurel, Shashl, and Thousand Flowers earrings·Ross
Lew Allen Earcuffs·Wool Ponchos·Angora Sweaters·Men's Shetland
Wool Sweatets·Raw Silk Dresses and Separates•Natural Fiber
Scarves•Men's and Women's Sox by Royce and Electric
Sox·Earmuffs·Caravan Bedspreads·Handmade Exotic: Wood
Mirrors·? Styles of I 00% Cotton T-shlrts·Cotton Flannel
Nltegowns·Halr Omaments·Chinese Wool Stuffed Anlmals·Goose
Lamps

HARRY'S PLACE

large selection also available at
The Rose at The Galerla

Winter Wednesday

,%,' \.
Central at Vale

::::~r::=~?:::::::::*::n:::::f:;:~§::~~=::::::::::~~~~m:::::::::::::::::::=::t:~~::::;:~

DIAL 888-4441
24 HOUR SKI LINE

SPECIAL
Homemade Vegetable
Soup

50¢
Hot Chocolate

50¢
VIDEO GAMES 2 for 25¢

SKI RENTAL

OPENS FRIDAY

DEC.10

[2St08£S)

r..mr:

OPEN THURSDAY & FRIDAY NIGHTS
OPEN SUNDAY 12 to 5
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Classes------------------------continued from page10

The Mountain Man in Movies
and Novels - This English class
involves a character out of American
history near and dear to many, especially in the Southwest. This class,
taught by Professor David A. Remley, will examine the myths and
reality surrounding the exploits of
the rugged, strong, silenHype men
(and women) - the mountain men,
The class will cover accounts by the
actual mountain men as set down in
journals and diaries, as well as the
perception of the public of what
mountain men were really like both this century and last. Find out
if Robert Redford and Howard
Hawks really knew what they were
talking about, and if Kit Carson really was that tough. English 315-004,
TTh 7 p.m.
An inquiry into what's funny and
why we laugh at ourselves and
others will be presented with some
of the funniest films ever produced
in Professor Ira Jaffe's Theater Arts
211 class, TTh 3;30-4:45 p.m.
Screenings will be arranged.
Argentina Today - This is
more heavy going than several of the

CALIFORNIA
FASHIONS
Christmas Sale

other entries, but this class will concern itself with current political,
economic and social events in
Argentina. Why did the Falklands
War happen when it did? What do
South Americans think of the
Reagan "Caribean Basin Initiative"? Who was Peron, and why
does he continue to influence Argentina so long after his death? Taught
by a special guest lecturer, Hector
Raul Sandler, this class focus on recent and developing events in
Argentina. Political Science 300-

009.
The '50s in America - This is a
class in the American Studies Department that will span the decade of
transition that saw the U.S. change
from a nation at war to a world superpower. From World War II to
Sputnik and beyond, students wiii
try to understand the era that saw
Eisenhower as President, Mantle be·
fore his knees went, drive-ins, science fiction movies, Cadillacs with
bumper bullets, H-bombs, the birth
of Rock and Roll, and much more.
Primarily, but not wholely devoted
to history and its interpretation,
American Studies 302 is designed to
change students' ideas of what those
times were like, Am. Stud. 302,
TTh 11 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.
Intensive Spanish - Some students have a little trouble maintain-

Arts

ing attention and continuity when
learning a foreign language. For students who duck the foreign language
requirements of the College of Arts
ans Sciences, and for those who
want to learn a language by total
immersion, an intensive Spanish
course will be offered this spring.
Students in this class will have the
opportunity to learn the equivalent
of five Spanish courses in 16 weeks.
Ideal for those wishing to avoid the
slower, more deliberate approach of
four consecutive semesters, this
class requires much work, but gets
rid of the language requirement once
and for all. The last two weeks of the
semester may be optionally taken in
Morelia, Michoacan, Mexico.
Taught as a block· of classes.
Experiencing the Arts - As
sort of a sudden "culture shock"
this class does all those things for
you that you've never had the time to
do before - mainly, getting out to
all these artistic events. Students in
this Fine Arts class will find themselves steeped in culture. AU forms
of artistic endeavor from plays and
sculpture to classical music will be
examined in this overview, which
tries to get in as much material as
possible to open up new avenues for
exploration. Emphasis is on works
relating to the Southwest, but includes other works.
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Add passion to your punch with Everclear
190 prool grain alcohol.

---········
-................

Jeff Ale~<ander

ILLUSTRATED MAN: David Gonzalez, an inm•te at the New Mexico Penltenti11ry, flexes his
tatoos.

EIEICUII T·IIIIT IffII
___,_.. _._..

1001 cotton. lfs ~ wtlh red and whUe E'VERCl.EAR Jogo

Green ink gains status at pen

QUN.IJIT'(

By Eddie Tafoya

'"'':-:-:-:--------·--............

Three female faces weave
together like a braid on Alex Garcia's arm. They run from just above
the wrist to the elbow, and it is impossible to tell where the hair on one
lady stops and the other begins. All
three ladies have different expressions, and they all seem to be saying
something different.

~·-----------------------

~·~·~---------------------

Stulh!DI Secllon, will meet at 6:30p.m. Thnrsday In
theSimpson.Room of the Home Economics Building,

Ciivtmalo•--------···----

available basis, Lip Sef'\'ice is available lo all UNM

Levi's Jeans (Pre-washed) ir
Levi's Corduroys(Ail colors)
Men's Flannel Shirts
Ladies Tops
California Blouses
Designer Jeans(Quality Brands)
Overalls Plain Cotton
Overalls Denim
Overalls Corduroys
Leg Warmers
Designer Cords
Fashion Pants

non-projiJ organizations. Forms for Lip Service can
be picked up ln. Marron Hall, room 138 and must be
turned in by2 p.m. the day prior to publication,

10.99*
9.99
4.99
3.99
4.99
14.99
10.99
12.99
12.99*
4.99
10.99
8.99

Today's Events
The New Mexico Hum~nllla Council will present
historian Noel Pugach who will speak on
''Traditionalism Under Attack: TheShtetl, Hasknlah
and Reform Judaism 11 at 8 p.m. today at
Congregation _Albert, More informtuion is (!Vallable
from Allee Kisch at268.()2l9.

Thursday's Events
Tiu~

Sanctuary Group, for alcoholics only, will
meet llt noon Thursday in the Newman Center, 1815

Las Lomas NE.
The American Home Economics Associ1Uon 1

Il
l

,.

Announcemems In Lip Service will be nm the day
before the event and rile day of the event on a space

The Klu Club will meet at 4:30 p.m. Thursday at
1812 Las Lomas NE. All interested people are invited
to attend, More information is available at 277·S7'0
cr271·39)8.

Friday's Events
The Department or Chemlslry Colloquium will
present Professor Howard Hargis, from Auburn
University. who will speak on "SynthcticApplicadon
of Phosphorodia.miditcs" at 3 p.m. Friday in the
ChemistJy Buildine;, room 101.

This Weekend's Events
Christian Peacemaking, a scrle~ of adult forums,
will feature Dr. Jam Knlppers Black, Associate
Professor, Department of Public Administration, at
UNM, who will speak on "Public Utilities and the
Public Interest" at 10 a.m. Sunday at the First United
Presbyterian Church, 215 LocustNE, ra;om 217.

OTHER ITEMS ON SALE INCLUDE:
LADIES FASHION BLOUSES, SWEATERS,

"I call it 'Tile Titree Faces of
Eve,'" said Alex Garcia.
The green ink on Garcia's arm is
not an oddity at the New Mexico
State Penitentiary. In fact, not only
the inmates have tattoos, but some
of the guards and even the art instructor, Bill Wissman, have celebrated the art of skin illustrations.
"When I first carne here,'' said
inmate Joseph Romero, "it looked
like the people here were doing tattoos with a ten-penny nail. Now, it's
different. The guys around here are
really getting good and tattooing is
turning into an art form."
Romero, one of the few .inmates
who doesn't have a tattoo, said that
after 20 years of not having one that
he has changed his mind about skin
illustrations and is presently looking
for the right pattern.
"A tattoo is important, " he said,
"it says something about you."
Johnny Apodaca, who is involved
in painting at the pen said that almost
everybody at the State Pen has a
tattoo. He agreed with Romero that
this genre was becoming a respected
art form at the prison.
"Mainly I put this on my arm
because I'm a convict,'' said Apodaca.

I
I

I

Conceptions
Southwest
UHM"s fine onsllllerory publlcollon

19821ssue

on sale now $4

,i'fhil11 'II 'lltl "'II "a'II

.., ML WONDERFUL:

Clll

UNM ENERGY CONSERVATlON PROGRAM

I;

-------------------------------1
I
I
I
I
I

Apodaca also said that he first colored his arm When the prisoners
were first experimenting with tattooing, and that he wished he would
have waited until the craft had become more refined.
"I was guinea pig,'' he said.
The subject matter of these skin
illustrations ranges from the ordinary initials and pictures of birds to
elaborate and detailed murals that
will stretch across a person's back,
from shoulder blade to shoulderblade.
Not only is the tattoo gaining
popularity at the New Mexico State
Penitentiary, but the tattooist is be·
coming a prominent member of the
prison community, and the artists
are starting to gain reputations as ''a
good tattooist," or "a bad tattooist."

Clll
Clll

HEAD BANDS, LEG WARMER SETS, PAINTER JEANS,
BAGGIES, KNICKERS.

Run •••
with the best!

*California Fashions

LEVI JEANS

$10.99
with coupon
Good through Dec. 31

I
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It's been fun and It's !f
been grand If
And offlclally I'd like to ~
shake your hand. 4'1:1
But 1f I have a choice 4'1:1
atall ~
/'.11 opt. for a fantastic, ·
phenomenal ball.

.
SWE.ET LIPS 1:1
"lr1J"Ir'R'Irlrtl'lm'R-

athletic attic

*California Fashions

II

$12.99

II

I

with coupon
Good through Dec. 31

I

I

I

No blems - No seconds!
Albuquerque's
largest selection of
quality athletics shoes.

..

~------------------------------·

Across From UNM
Corner of Central & Cornell
2324 Central SE
266-6872

1500 lomas Blvd. NW, Albuquerqu•, NM 87104
)5051836·3713

••• •
MC

Coronado Center
Lower Level
883-9280

1
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OPEN
Mon. • Fri. 8:00 • 5:00
Saturday 10:00 • 5:00
Student ID must be
presented for discount
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APD tips for Christmas
While hundreds of UNM students
are doing their Christmas shopping,
they may unwittingly help thieves
with their Christmas stelding.
The Albuquerque Police Department bas issued these cautions for
shopping expeditions that will enable shoppers to return home with all
of their purchases.
Before leaving home, try to figure
the amount of money needed, and
take approximately that amount on
the shopping trip. Try to avoid having to pay for purchases with a large
amount of money visible in wallet or
purse.
Remember to Joe[( house doors
and windows before leaving.
Don't drink and drive.
If shopping at night, know the
route to stores and stay in areas that
arc well-lighted. Don't park a car in

a dark area or walk down alleys
when returning to the vehicle,
If possible, take a friend shopping
rather than going alone.
Once at the shopping center or
store, either leave the bus or park as
close to the business as possible.
Remember to lock all car doors
before leaving the vehicle. Previous
purchases should be placed in the
trunk - and remember to make
sure the trunk is locked - or else
covered so that they cannot be seen
from outside the car.
If people seem to be lingering in
the parking lot or interested in packages or gifts being carried to the
cars, report this to either an APD
officer or the security force for the
store or shopping center.
APD also has some preventative

NUCLEAR
ENGINEERING
SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE

measures for stopping home burglaries during the Christmas season:
Always check doors and windows
before retiring for the night. Make
sure garage doors, gates and detached building& are secured as well.

Scholarships of $1,000 per month are now being offered by the
Department of the Navy to exceptional college students With back·
grounds in math, physics, chemistry and engineering. Training leads
to positions in such areas as nuclear power operation and maintenance, research and instructing. Starting salary after graduation
$27,800. Up to $40,000 in four years. Exceptional benefits offered,
College sophomores, juniors and seniors may apply now.

Leave the porch light on all night
ever/ night. This prevents thieves
from being certain no one is home.
Close the drapes when leaving
during the daytime if many gifts can
be seen placed under the tree.

Call Naval Officer Programs
at 766-3895 for more information.

Don't open the door to anyone not
readily identified.
Finally, gifts such as stereos,
bikes and other expensive items
should be marked with the recipient's social security number and
registered with APD's Operation
I.D. as soon as possible.

T
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Joe CaYaretta

TEXTS make up the largest part of the books sold atthe ASUNM book Co-op. Jacqui Delgado,
an employee of the organization, shelves some new arrivals.

HOURS
Mon-Fri 8:30-6:30
Saturday 10·5

COPIESCOPIESCOPIES
COPIESCOPIESCOPIES

Textbook Co-op competitive

5¢

TYPING
ALL STYLES OF TYPING
OVERNITE SERVICE

IBM SELECTRIC II

10o/o OFF

Joe Cavarena

CAROLERS, more than 200 of them, walked around to
the dorms singing to the students. This traditional UNM
Christmas event is organized and sponsored by the various honor groups, service organizations, fraternaties
and sororities on campus.

Chinese Culture Center

Happy Holidays
CHILDREN'S JIOOI(S for ldda of all agea on oar children'• hoobhelveal For beglanlng readen:
boob that Ooat, pop up, atretch and aqueakl M11aterlea, adventarea, fall'!l talu, o:laalilca and aU111
atorlea from atocldng atuffen to rare gltu. Introduce a child to the Wizard of Oz, Tale of Peter
Rabbit, favorite talu from Grimm • all In handaome edltlona thla 11ear.
GIVE A COOK A BOOK! For foodlovera who cook like mad or J.uat dreiull great feaa .., cookboob
both doiiiii•IO•earth and e•otlc. From Paul Bocu.e, Chez Panlaae, Craig Clalbome, beautiful ne111
cookboob tbla 11ear.
CALENDARS, a gift for the whole year through. For a beautlful1983: Eliot Porter, Sierra Club &
Aadoboa; IJnlcoma, Namla & Teddy Beare; Qullta, Ca .. & Kaleldoacopelito mentlonju.t • fewln
oar galle., of calendar•.
GOOD BOOKS, 111hat better glft'l' Give
a coUecdoa or e•••v•, fine poetrw, a
daaalc novel or new Rctlon (Updike,
Fowlea, Darrell have new work thla
ae;aaoa), Or bro..,.e for 11ounelf. Who
bat yoa coald better ••• a good book
for the new yaar'l'

large selection of
Kung Fu, Karate
Training Equipment,
Uniforms & Books
prices on many items
are greatly reduced

0
1015 CENT~A, N E
A•. 81JOU~R0Uf ~'A ~ •if-f

NEXT T('l, OAC .. HtA·f~·

BODY- BUILDING
CHAMPIONSHIPS

a••••·

CONCEPTION~A SOUTHWEST ~

**

@

1-l

0

$1
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MR. & MS.
SOUTHWEST
AMERICAN CUP•"'
BODY BUILDING
CHAMPIONSHIPS

DIVIS10NS:

MR. & MS.
COLLEGIATE
NEW MEXICO••'
CHAMPIONSHIPs

NOVICE
OPEN
OVER 35

s
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Now you can W('ar soft

contact lens<'s without
saerificing comforL

Sandia Vision Clinic P.C.
Dr. Dwight Thibodt•m•x and lk Hoh(•rt 11. Qui<'k
(( >ptonwtrists l

By Appointnwnt Only
·1302 Central Ave. SE
1020-A Eubank NE
298-2020

298-2020

Your Dollars Still Buy
Qualify, Selection, 6 Service
Af Lobo Miss
Dut Now It Duys More•••

LOBO MISS is pleased and excited to announce a new pricing
policy. Every item at LOBO MISS has now been repriced at it's
Lowest Possible Level.

Sandia
Mountain
Outfitters

This is not a sole and we will maintain our high standards of
quality and selection.
Our clothing selection for the Christmas Season is at it's best so
Visit LOBO MISS this week and find out why there's no reason to
shop anywhere else.

solJTHWIOST
T~EN

WOMEN

MIXED PAIRS

NEW MEXICO UNION BALLROOM
Sunday December 12th

6:00pm until completion

Reserved Seating: $10 $6 & $7

General Admission: $6
He.

Ttcl<eh aullablo at the Pto•Bym Fltneu Ciinhr, 322 J.tdrlel

- F o R MORE INFORMATION C A L L CLARK SANCHEZ. PRO-GYM FITNESS CENTER 204•1221
or SUB RECREATiON 217•23:!1

268-2200
if no answer call

~ •• And the· fealu111s ~

country
skiing

Wl•hlng yoa a very

UNM
Bookstore

or

for
cross

IN OIJR GIFT SHOP, to11a and beara,
doUa·aad
Chrlataaa• card• In
Spaalah a Engllah, lift ~~~rappiDB, rib·
bon, praan.. for aU.

Merry Chrl•tm••

.
fall scmc.~ter 1s not yet over.
llu~ Jt ~already lime to make prepar,ttlnn~ f~1r the next 'e~nester.
!ohn St•!wcppnt>r. d1r•••·t~'r of !h~
ASUNM 1 ~xtbnnk C'IH1p. IS hnpwg
~tudents will. remcmbc; the Co-op
when they th~nk of selhng their old
bo(lk~ or buytng new ont>~.
The Co-op. located in the SUB
b~scment: re-opened last week and
w1ll n~matn open through Friday of
finals week.
Scho~ppncr said the Co-op is an
al~c~na,t!ve to the "monopolistic
pncmg of both the UNM Bookstore and the Student Bookstore.
Although students selling their
books at the Co-op can set any price,
most students follow the Co-op's
suggestion and set the price tag at 60
percent of the original cost. The Coop takes 25 cents from both the
buyer and seller to cover operating
expenses. .
The UNM Bookstore and the Student Bookstore usually pay 50 percent of the original price for a used
book, and then sells the same book
for 75 percent of the original price,

T!l?

FREE Collation

TERM PAPERS--RESUMES
THESES--LETTERS--LEGALS
EDITING SERVICE

thus a 25 pcr~cnt profit is made, · Another change Schoeppner said
Schoeppner sa1d.
he envision~ i> keeping the bookDespite the Co-op's pricing .~tore open during the ~ntire scm~sadvantages. th~: st<'f'' is handling tcr. in~tead of during the u~ual four
only a ~mall pcrccntag•• lll' the book weeks at the both the beginning and
turnover a! l'N.M. Sdw~ppncr '>aid
the Co·np ha~ about I ,500 books at the end
the semester. This in·
any one time. with the majority crease in man-hours could be done
being texts for lnwer level humani- without
increasing the bud<>et
by
.
~
I1avmg
tics and science classes.
only one employee work at a
The Co-op's main drawback is time instead of two, he said.
not giving ca~h when a student
The Co-op is holding a book-sale
brings in a book to sell, Schoeppner
said. The student must check back throughout this week. About 300
with the Co-op and only receives donated and confiscated books will
be selling at "low, low prices,"
money when the book has sold.
Schoeppner
said.
Schoeppner said he is working on
The Co-op is open weekdays from
a plan to give immediate cash to
people with books that are "sure- 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
sellers," such as books for lower
level classes with several sections
tfat use the same text.
One of Schoeppner's goals as
director was to increase student
awareness by advertising and to
double the number of books handled
by the Co-op. Schoeppner said he is
already ahead of schedule in
reaching his goal, and is expecting
an influx of books during finals
week.

By Cindy Schnedar

I

~ 96ll MENAUL BLVD. ME
•

2118 Central S. E.
Across from U.N.M.
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Focus

Prison guards
take job home

Interaction:

Story and photograghs by Jeff
Alexander

Cl-OCKWISE FROM LEFT: Corrflctional Officer James Salazar con·
verses with inmates in Dormitory F-1, at the New Mexico State
Penitentiary; prisoner Tony Anaya passes the time; gl.!ards Salazar and Jon Gray make unit security check be:ore shtft change;
guard Ken Brownfield on duty in Tower One.

The heavy metal barricade clanks
shut. The echoes fade down the corridor in harmony with other
doors - doors which have been
painted many times, but are worn
and polished where men's hands
have· grabbed the bars innumerable
times to open, ;md then to close these
barriers.
These are familiar sounds at the
New Mexico State Penitentiary and
just as there are two sides to the
barred doors, so are there two kinds
of men.
On the inside are men in prison
against their will, paying a debt to
society and hoping that they will be
rehabilitated - no longer a threat to
those living <:m the outside.
Then there are those living on the
outside who move about freely,
going wherever and whenever they
want, and doing mostly as they
please - walking a fine line between right and wrong, but abiding
by the Jaw.
Some men on the outside plan to
make careers out of helping those on
the inside, despite occasional long
hours, mental and physical stress
and the constant presence of danger.
These men are a special breed,
although most do not admit it, because they work in an institution
where they are outnumbered 10 to
one by convicted criminals.
They are formally referred to as
correctional officers, but most people call them guards, tum-keys,
screws, cops, or "The Man," as
some inmates call them,
As with any job, goodpoints and
badpoints accompany the correctional officer's work. Most guards
admit that it is hard to leave jobcreated stress inside the walls of the
Penitentiary and not take it home.
"I don't believe anybody can"
turn the job on and off that easy,
24-year-old Michael Lepic said,
Lepic has worked for the corrections
department since April 1981, and is
currently assigned to the traffic control building at the Penitentiary. He
has also worked inside the Pen,
where the pressure and tension are
the greatest.
continued on page 17
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Guard has two roles: family man, peace keeper
continued from page 16
"Sometimes the tension and the
stress builds up, . . . that's the time
when you ask for a different assignment or you have somebody relieve
you and you walk away and just go
relax for awhile. You just forg(lt about the job for five or 10 minutes.
"So on my days off, I go out and
go fishing or shooting. You just
have to Jearn to relax, and let the
stress leave. And it's very,hard. It's
an ongoing thing," Lepic said.
He pointed out that "you can't
take it out on the inmates. At all
times while you're at work, you
can't blow your cool. No matter
what happens you always have to
have that cool. And at the same time
you can't bring it home to the wife
and family. It's not fair to them."
Another guard, James Salazar,
who works in Dormitory F-l at the
prison, said that he has an easy time·
turning off the pressures from his
job, prior to going home.
"I do," snapping his fingers,
"just like that," Salazar said.
"Outside of work, I don't talk
about it. I'm just doing my thing
over here. When it comes time to
talking about the place, I don't talk
about it outside these fences. What I
do in here, I just keep it to myself.
And if there's other officers that
want to get together on the outside
and talk about it, I just let them do
the talking. I keep silent because I
have enough of eight hours in here.
That's good enough for me," he
said,
As a resu!t of the pressure of the
job, Lepic said that it "built up a lot
better communication link between
my wife and I."
Lepic's wife, Donna, said that
when he started working at the prison "he used to come home real

tens\l, and always yell at llvery· going on, when you hear things on
body."
· the news, it's hard not to worry for a
Now, Lepic says he vents that
pressure by talking about it with his little while. I guess you get used to
wife. "You have to tell som(lbody, it."
Being a correctional officer also
but you just can't tell everybody,"
he said. "I have some really heavy has its rewards.
"I feel I'm contributing to mantimes when it's (talking) a good
kind,"
Ken Brownfield said.
source to sit down and tell someBrownfield has been a guard for
body."
Lepic recalled a dream he once seven months at the Penitentiary and
had concerning a guard he was now works in Tower One.
Brownfield said he originally
trying to pin for bringing contraband
sought employment at the prison beinto the prison. Lepic dreamt that the cause it had a reputation. '~After
guard he was after knew about it working here you can' write your
"and he was going to get me first, own ticket," he said, admitting that
and he got me."
after he started work there, he deBut Lepic said that he has never veloped a different philosophy todreamt about the prisoners, saying wards the job.
that' 'it's not that the fear isn't there.

good guard, Lepic said, "You have
to be honest, especially with the inmates. They know when you're
lying to them, and you have to be
honest with yoprself. If you don't
like the job, if you don't fit in, you
better leave."
"I've watched correctional officers .get ulcers, I've watched some
turn to alcohol, all because they
knew they didn't fit into the job, or
were afraid to quit," he said.
Physical exercise also is important in making a good prison guard,
Lepic said.
"Physical exercise helps in learning to cope with the physical stress.

'There's a Jot more to the job than turning keys.'
Michael Lepic
.·

.· .

Anybody that's at work there that
tells you that they're not afraid is
either crazy, or stupid, or both, Everybody's afraid. Just because I
don't dream about them coming after me doesn't mean I'm not
afraid."

''I like working inside, doing
what I'm supposed to do. I like the
people here and I believe that most
of the guards here, want to work
here," Brownfield said. "I've seen
guards literally do all they can to
help the inmates out."

His wife said that she is not afraid
for his safety when he goes to work
because "it's real hard to Jive if
you're afraid every single day., so I
really try hard not to worry about it.
But when I know there's something

According to Lepic, "the best
part of the job is the self-satisfaction
you get from knowing that you're
genuinely helping people that need

it."
Asked what he thought makes a

Wilen your body goes to hell, your
mental state goes to hell," he said,
and then you are not effective on the
job. "Because these inmates go out
everyday and exercise," physical
conditioning is necessary "should
something come down."
Treating everybody equal is
another characteristic of a good correctional officer, he said. "If you're
playing favorites they'll (the in-

mates) pick up on that right away.
You have to treat them all fair and all
alike," he said.
"When you hire on as a correctional officer, you're not just a turnkey. You're a psychologist, a marriage counselor., a security specialist
and a part-time case worker," Lepic
said. "It's many different jobs. You
have to have a great deal of common
sense."
Lepic believes that he fits the
mold of a good guard, but ''not 100
percent of the time," he said.
"I'm a human being, and I do
screw up. I become opinionated at
times, but I like to think I snap to it.
I'm not above apologizing to them
(the inmates) should I be wrong,. and
know I'm wrong. They'll respect
that, and they'll accept the apology," he said.
Jeff Pederson, Public Information
Officer for the N. M. State Corrections Department, said that the job
of correctional officer is •'more than
just pushing buttons and turning
keys, although it's mostly a security
role, It's a people-oriented business" and as a guard you have to be
interested in people, or you won't
make it, he said .
In a policy statement concerning
the state of the future of state correctional officers, Toney Anaya said
that correctional officers should be
well trained and have career ladders
that will retain skillful professionals
within the system. The statement
also said that adequate staff must be
present at all times to insure safety,
security and appropriate responses
to every situation.
The requirements for becoming a
correctional officer are a high school
diploma, a psychological screening
and the individual must not have any
felony convictions. The starting pay
is $1,228 per month, but as a veteran
correctional officer said, ''It's not a
job for everybody."
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Unusual gifts for Dickens of a Christmas
Uy Terri Jenkins
With only 16 shopping days left
until Christmas, the Daily Lobo will
assist students in keeping the Ghost
of Christmas Presents from their
doors. For a Dickens of a Christmas,
simply follow these gift suggestions:
For the Anthropology majors, a
cmtc of bones (sort of an orthopedic
jigsaw puzzle) and a complete set of

mystery novels by Agatha Christie;
Skateboards for the marching
band; and
Special field glasses for the parking enforcement officers to spot illegally parked cars from a distance of
three blocks.
Car kits for stuclents that contain
spray paint rendering their cars invisible from a distance of three
blocks would be a money saving
gift.
Math majors would love to own a
12- function abacus.

Big Chief tablets are ideal gifts for
journalism majors, especially with
the aclclition of a libel warning siren.
Chemistry majors need beginning
chemistry sets complete with one
Becker from The Moppet Show in
each.
Cleff-hanging notes would hold
adventurous music stuclcnts in suspense.

A supply of "for-left-feet-only
shoes" for dance students, or if ballet is their interest, to~ shoes with
bunions.
Canvass the artists.
Future architects and planners
could probably each use a compass
that draws squares, not circles.
Language majors need Esperanto
dictionaries.

ROTC students' model airplanes,
and the Marines can have their own
embassy.
And to include some other ideas,

:

~1!!111

A collection of cookbooks for L1l
Posada;
New clocks for Zimmerman (the
sands of time are overdue);
a special Smoke-out Day for
,~~~~~ theAnd
heaters in the dorms.
·,-<\l.'W.UI"''
A nationally-televised bowl game
Philosophy majors would like car
for
our winning football team;
horns th1lt sound like dilemmas; and
Fifteen
dozen homeless luminarFuture nurses would enjoy findias
for
the
guys
in Alpha Phi Omega;
ing monogrammed thermometers in
Ancl
to
every
UNM student, our
their stockings,
very best wishes for wonderful holiWhile pre-med students would can .folcl, spindle or mutilate the clays!
probably like monogrammed stetho- program ca.rd of their choice.
scopes {guaranteed to always remain
Political scientists would be intriice cold).
gued by a Revolution Replica: plug
Astronomy students should have in this table-top-sized model, and it
copies of Linda Goodman's "Sun overthrows its fictional government.
Signs".
Geography majors need maps disLaw stuclcnts would briefly enter- tributed by the Flat Earth Society.
tain the motion of receiving one
Engineers woulcl surely enjoy a
moot point.
bionic cat kit (truly building a better
Obviously, rock albums are per- mousetrap),
fect gifts for geology majors.
Boxes of squeaky chalk can be
Business administration persons
bought for students pursuing educa- unfortunately cannot receive
tion degrees, and
businesses to administrutc (due to
the poor economy), so they will in11-rTT.,..,rr-r-1-r-.,-.rr,-,I"'T""I stead be treated to a complete collec-

rc~~~r~~~~~m~

tionPham1acy
of Horatio
Alger's
books.
majors
need
a free a
course in graphoanalysis, so they
can read a doctor's handwriting.
I-..:.111J ~~;:...c:;;-ll~::i'-;;;;;:;1 Dental student~ can brace themselves for a final exam with teeth in
it. American studies majors would
·c~F~I~~~~~ doubtless
..c;...;;..,-"1
like a crate of Americans

to stucly; but they could receive instead authentic filmstrips of Mark
r }"JJil•~ Twain doing his Hal Holbrook im'!1'
itation.
The Air Force ROTC gets to sink:
all the Navy ROTC students' boats
Computer science majors (who in their bathtubs, the Navy ROTC
may have become disc-enchanted) gets to ground all the Air Force
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Seasons Greetings
from the .NEW

ASIJlUI/GSA Child Care Co-op
Grand Opening and Open House
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All Are WeleoJDe
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Free for those people eUglble under Title XX.
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For Information eall 27'7-5819.

Conceptions
Southwest
1982 issue on sale now $4
In UNM Dookstore,
ASA Gallery, Marron Holl 131
& so;.Jected local bookstores

Comfort all day
for work or play.
Red Wing's new Wingers: Easywearln' but workshoe tough!
Pick a pair of these lightweights
with soft cushion crepe wedge
soles to put "spring in
your step", .. even through
long hours on concrete,

SIZES 71h-13, B·EE*
'"Natali widths fn all sizes,

3401 Centrlll NE
266-2112

5809 Menaul NE
881-8311
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AFTER DECEMBER 17,
THIS MAY BE THE ONLY WAY YOU CAN SEE THE WHO.

~

a!!

CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK PRESENTS THE WHO: THE FINAL CONCERT.
BROUGHT TO YOU BY SCHLITz-••THE TASTE THAT ROCKS AMERICA."
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but only if we _work !Qgether.

Schlitz Beer brought The WHO to 32 cities
this year. And now, Campus Entertainment
Network, with the support of Schlitz, brings
you The WHO, live, December 17 for what
may he the last time.

CEN Colleges enjoy many unique entertain•
ment events like The WHO presented live via
satellite. You can share in this historic event
with millions of WHO fans at CEN campuses
and large screen concert video centers every-'
where.

According to the Baha'i faith, "The supreme need of humanity
is cooperation and reciprocity.··

A LIVE~ SATELLITE PRESENTATION

For more information, write: Baha'i Faith, P.O. Box 1466,
Las Vegas. NM 87701 or calL collect: 505-425·3688

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR STUDENT ACTIVITIES BOARD
OR YOUR LOCAL ROCK RADIO STATION.
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Art

Travelstead remarks in addendum
on 1982 UNM presidential search
By Chester C, T1·avelstead
In lhl$ addendum, I am lncJudlug some ~i,ddlt!onlll
lnformatic;m, as well _as several of my personal olr

servntlons. opinions IUid cvnluntlcns of several
aspects ofthe J982 pre!ild~;ntlnllitlUCh,

Iale In the search process I beij;an lo feel it could be
true, B\ll ne!~her then (l_or _now do I hi\VC any real
eYldenc~ to support such il hunch. There wcr~; some
developments and all~gcd actions, however, thai gave

me cause for real concern,

Even before the out·of·staters (Prucha, Langen·

I hope this supplemenlnry report will be helpful to
the Regents und nny others who may wish to revJew
and evnlunte this aenrch - not only thcstreJJglhl! 11nd
wcnknesses or the Jlroccss used but al!io tht:: ..senen~l
result~ of the enUre effort.
Wilh ~hh: ol;ljecllve in mind, J will organize my
comments oraund a, rcw key QUc."itlons_ - some of
which have already been raised by other~.
I, QUESTION; Should a ~nrtb commiUn, mod
or whose member~ are not Rqr:nfl, be uud by lhe
Rt>Re~tl R.'J 11n aid In urrylna out lhelr re8ponalblllty
to appoint 1 pre1ddent for the Unlnnlfy or New
Mexico?
Response; I doubt It, paftlciJhttly if the com·
mlltee'li efforts aod n:commendatioiJJ are to be
viewed by the Resents as they were In the 198Z search,
P.veo though il IIi hoped-. and exp~cted by
some --- that the usc PfU search committee will assure
bc:Uer adherence to the .:spirit and guidelines of
UNM's AffirmQtlvc: Action Progrllmll, 1 doubt that
.such was the ease in the recent p~eslderillal search,
Unless the UNM Regents hav~ ,great tonfldence In
Ihe inlesrlty and ability of a, broadly reprtlicnlaHivc
commiuee which they ~ppolnt- nnd which lnclut1es
IWQ Regents as voting members- to tome up with a
valid, justifiable panel of flnalhtl, from whlc:h the
Regents lhems~IYe$ would chpo&c one as the next
UNM president, then l submit that the good rallh
dforts of the committee wou1dbemadetn~aln, !llnce.
Its recommendaJions would surely catl$C rrustratlon,
anger and_ even hostility. Such was certainly the ~c
in th~ 1982 search, whh:h seemed to end ln
&lltl$faetion for no one.
l, QUESTION: Jr a •n:h ~•mfUet I• ultd to
help 1he Reprds Ia • prnldentlal 1nrd1, daoald It
l~ttlnde • BltiDben any Retn~U ~•rr..dy lloldl~~&
onkef
Response: I think nat, unlos the Resent members
of the commHtee can and do channel evolvlna
consensus of 1he Re&enta u a body Into committee
dlscpsslons throuahout the search proeess -not
Rr:1enls' consensus about aJ)cclflc candidate~~ but
Instead their aeneral rcellna about broad questions,
suehasthefoUowine:
I. Other thlnas beina equal, or nearly so, Is It
better to choose a presldent rrom Ou!slde New Mexico
rather than from wirhin the state?
2. Should we h_ave a umover and shaker" or a
11
teremonlat ribbon cutter" u the ncx~ president?
J, Should a woman or a member of a minQrlly
aroup be named tbe next president?
4. Must the nut presldenc be fully supported In
ad,anco by the UNM rocuUy? Why or why noll
5. MU$1 the next presldent·hold an earned doctor'•
deareeorcqulvafent7
Of course, there would probably be no cletr ••yes
or no" answer to any of the questions posed above,
but unless they •nd others like them ue discussed
utensively by all the Reaenls in advanu of final
scrcenlnp and r«ommendatlons by the sean:h
committee, the resuhs of the search wiiJ be un·
successrul.
Jn the sea"'h just compleled, neither of the two
Reg~nti serving on the JCarC"h comniJttee (Ann
Jourdan and Henry Jaramillo) seemed never able to
speak for thr Rr1rn11, even on aencral questions, AI
times, Mr. l•111mlllo would &omewhat reluctantly
hint what he thoUaht miaht be Reaents' consemui on
a point under discussion. But when Mn. Jourdan
disagreed whh. him at such times- u she often
did- fc bfcame apparent lo pther membeu or the
search commluee that we were nol &eltinJ a cl~r,
unn~islohbJe voi«: .from the Resents as a aroup. And
a result, the commluee quite often proc«ded on
the. ha.sls of assumptions which later were ,not sup.
ponedbytheReJents.
For example, 1 thJnk_ it is accurate to oy that ll
majority or the search committee rrtembetl leaned
toward -brin&IDI 1n 1.! president of UNM one or the
hlghiy qualified candida1es from outstdeNew Mexico
(ror example. Bryce- Jordan, John Prucha Of Donald
Langenber&), And those members so Inclined had no
rt'llStm to believe the Reaents 'N'ould disqree with that
poslllon, since we had been totd repeatedly by indlvldual RtAtnts:, olhenat tJNM, and many outsiders
to spare no trouble or expense in findfna and at·
1ractln1 the vuy best, wherever he or slle may be
round. 41 We-need nrw ldeaundstronaleadership for
the ne~tt dct~de," WI! 8 ·me5SiiJC we heard over and
aver.
But berore and dLirlns the campw Interviews of
Prucha, lan1enbera and Paul Rosenblatlt it became
lncreutna1y eVident to me- and perhlpt to other
committee members- that the Reaents- at least
!lome of thtm- had ntt intention of appoindna
tomcbne from out of the state as UNM1a n~t
president. Some of thlnas that led me to thi! tenlative
conclusion •re described in my tcsponse to the nat
qutJt.Jon.
3. QUESTION: fMtl . _ - ,er•a,. nt11 a
IU)orltr - ol lite R-b rod from lite lte&hool..
or the Mtrth 11111 IDIHOM llriM; In New Mnko
1hnkl - 11n1t1e UNM'a IHlt JN'IIIIInt1 A .. na
raore lftd,flc.U,., wu k ,..._.. all aJo•a tllat
tollltOfte alreHJ htre at tilt Unlnnftr w011W be
mldt praldtRif
Response: Neither l nor anyone else outside the •
Re&ents his a ddtnlle answer to that question, but

a'

berg and Rosenb!aU) ~;ame to thl! campus for Jn.
tervlews, 1 heard persistent rumors from nwre than.
once source that one of !he Regeni-S. Calvin Horn,
had been heard to say !leveral times off cum pus tha~
~~~ "had the votes to make John Perovich the next
presic1en~ pf UNM." When 1 confronted Mr. Horp.
personally and privately with this rumor, h~
cutegorically denied It, and I took Ills word for it.
Then just a few days later, while the. first of the
ou!side candldllle.'i (Prucha) was Qn campus for in,
lcrvic:ws, I heard from a source off campus that Bill
Weeks (executive assistant to the UNM pre~ideot) Was
also saying that John Perovich would be appointed
presid~l!t, ~o matter how lnterview3 with the but·of·
suuc: cundidates turned. out. When I went dire1:t1y,
and private.ly, ro Mr. Weeks with the allegation, he
said it simply was not true; but he did tttl me at that
time, however, he had said to others off camp\U that
he WQuld like for John Perovich to become the; next
president.
Then when J asked Mr. Weeks why he had gone to
the Affirmative Action Office a few days before in
order to determine whether John Perovich was in the
4
'presldcntial pool'' or if not how could Mr. Pero\l'lch
be made ell&ible for inc:luslon In "the pool," he said
be had_ done it at the dlreedon (or at the rcquae) of
Colleen ~aloof, c:uuenUy a UNM Resent. Cfhe
matter of Mr. Perovich's ellslbllity for inclusion in
11 thc pool'* was- and sllll _is, 1 believe- not set..
tied.)
When ( sUggeJted to Mr. Weeks tha.t (land when
John Perovich's name was added totbe 1 'presidenUal
pool,'' he should have to go throuah the same review
and scrutiny required of all other candidates (In~
cludiDI McAllister Hull Jr. and Alber U(ton already
at UNM), Mr. Wn:ks dlsaareed, -aayina that e\leryone
"knows John and what he can do,'' and that
therefore he shouldn't have to so throuah that
prQCtss,
As chairtnlll of the search committee, 1 was now
becomina conr.:erned about the pouibUity thlt the
11reed-upon process was belna bypused, Because of
ihl!i concern, I drove lo Belen the next mominJ after
talklna with Mr. Weeks and talked priVately with
Reaent President Henry JaramUio about it. After
Ustenin, _to me. patiently relate the deVelopment•
described above, he quickly dismissed the rumor of
Reaent unllatend involvemeri~ u belna 1b1olutely
untrue. I did nol debate the matter with him, but
merely reiterated ahat I came to him bec:aute J wanted
him to know what I had heard, and that even If the
rumor could not be aupporled with evidence, people's
ptr«ptlon or what mlaht be happenlna could be just
as damaaiDJ as mz/lt)lltself, Our convers~tlon ended
amicably, and J do not ~now whether· Mr. JaramJilo
ever spoke to other Regents about what 1 had told
him,
Within the next few days, J Went to John
Perovich's office and told him privately what 1 had
done (with Horn, Weeks and Jaram.Uio) and why,
pointina out 1 was concemed that people miaht lose.
confidence In the search process luelr, J also observed
that ht!l own fine repuunlon and patentlal for the
presidency nllaht be jeopardized tr It wu thoulht he
had beeri pre.proarammed for the presidency, or even
If It was perceived that he wu beillJ protected b)' the
Reeents from the same review and scrutiny required
of candidates recommended by the search com mitt~.
(MY Jons and deep friendship ror John Perovich
made this klnd of rrank dUcusslon wHh him
satisfactory for us both. I truit him, and I believe he
trusts me.) Seweral times during our conversation, he
repeated he had not been and still was not a taildidate
rorthepresldr:ncy.
4. QUESTION: What abotot tbe Startll Hll
Stftltlllaa ComadiiH1' Wu It •aood oael DJd Itt
mrmllenlpptoac:ll tlletuktnfoub',coudelillo•ll)'
... l....,rio•st11
Respome: On the whole, the answer Is a definite
yes. And yet J must. add that some worked much.
harder than other.s. Some of them seemed to read
carefully all the mAterial we assembled on all the
candidates and attended practlc:ally an the committee
meetlnas from April 1.5 to Nov. 1.5. Others did far
less. Persons: In both these groups know who they are
and what they did, and, or count; 1 will not name
them here.
Furthermore, I think mo!t all or the committee
members entered into the search with an open mind,
making every possible erfort to seek, find and aUr~~et
the most hiJ,hly qualified persons a\11Uab1e for the
posdon. It became obvious durins our deliberations,
however, that some members seemed from the
beJinnlng to be pushlns for a particular c:andidate
more than objectively ti'Yinl; to find ·the be!t
qualified,irtespectiveofwhothatrumedouttobe.
What dislppalnted me moSI about committee
procmUnas wu that confidentiality wu not strictly
kept by one or more committee mcmbe:rs1 even
tbou,lh the importance of conndentialitY was
diS<U"ed at lenath se•eraJ times and wao
unanimow1y .sUpponed- at least publicly- by all
members-.
J could Jive several eumples of how and when
confidentiality wu b:okcn, but ttJ do so now woilld
&erve no _good purpose. Surrice it to say that on a
number of occasions soon after the committee had
tn111ed in hlahiY confidential disaWions; persons
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~. QVESTION: Wall the publldty atven IO the six
llaall,!" before •nd durin& their «:ampus vlllts hl.r-.
mful to lhem or to Ihe Han.:b proceu Use If?
Response; On the whole, I think not. Obviously,
there are some risks In the publio;:lty, but in splteoflhe
criticism leveled at the "open" process by its opponents, I think the advantages of openness in the
pr~3S rar Oll~weJgb any danaers Of weaknCSlles it
may have.
In the first place, it wouJd have bcert virtually
Impossible to keep secret U1e Identity of candidates
comins to the campus for Interviews. Also, the f~t
that the public - anyone who wish~d to
come - was allowed to se~ and hear each of the six
candidtltes make a publiC pr~entaUon at Rodey
Theatre d~mon~trated the Re1ents' willingness to
make this a participatory proc:C5s. And speciflc;ally,
&ivins representativ~ small aroups or faculty mem·
ben:, students, administrators and alumnJ the op.
portunlty to meet and discuss in depth a variety Of
sui;Jjects with each of the six finalists was 1reatly

Call For Appointment:
265-9511
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Ia eoachiiloa, lwoaklaake two obH"atloa1:
1. Many _people spent· a Jteat deal of their valuable
dme In an errort to help make the 1!182 presidential
search a sue«ss, Whether it wu a. success is for othm
to say, and many will probably be spoaldlll to this
point for some time to ~me.
2, A seardl process like this one is vtry apewive- both In out·of·pocket expenditures and irr
kind contributions. My best estlmate of the total c:ash
cost of chis 1982 search for a UNM praident b about
$2?,000.
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• Black/White

• Ektachrome

e Highest Quality

e We Specialize in 35mm

Printed by hand, one at a time
Drive Up Windows
•
Film Processing
e Expert Camera Repair

Nile Drop in Front Door
We Buy and Sell (New &
Used) Cameras
e Low Prices

e

e
e

a?sc

$200
.

OFF FILM
DEVELOPING.

Each Roll
No Limit
Color or llodt and Whit. e Develop 'ond Print
~- with this coupon.
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factions to 'the candidates brfore the Reaents made a
final decision. And it J& my underat.andinJ that many
peraons did send co ·the Reaenu their respective
evaluations or the finalists berore they made their
dccish;m on Saturday, Nov. ;w, even thoulh the
announced deadline for recelvina these tuctio!ls in
wridna was Monday. Nov. 22.
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A first for the state of New Mexico, the "Christmas Trading Post,"
patterned after the famous 11ttraction
by the same name held in the Houston Astro Hall, will be a treat for the
residents of Albuquerque and surrounding areas, The festivities will
start on Friday afternoon at 4:30,
when a helicopter drops Mrs. Santll
Claus onto Civic Plaza on the west
side of the Convention Center. Immediately after Mrs. Claus arrives,
she and Mayor Kinney will preside
at the ribbon cutting cermonies,
which will launch this three-day
shoppers extravaganza. Ribbon cutting ceremonies will incl11de Mayor
Kinney's presentation of a bicycle to
the Marine Corps' "Toys for Tots"
drive. The Marines will continue
throughout the .show to collect toys
for this very worthy cause and shoppers are encouraged to bring a toy for
the Marine Corps drive (which will
serve as the admission price) or to
purchase a toy at the Trading Post
and donate this toy to the cause. The
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
Association will also have an exhibit
at the extravaganza, providing the
opportunity to register for two tickets for their forthcoming production

of "Carousel," to be staged later
this month.
The "Christmas Trading Post,"
designed to offer one-stop-onelocation Christmas shopping, will
offer visitors everything in gift giving - ranging from antiques to
video equipment, all of which can be
purchased and gift-wrapped at the
show.
· The three-day ''Christmas Trad-

ing Post" will be held <1t the Albuq!lerque Convention Center this
weekend. Mrs. Claus will arrive at
Civic Plaza at 4:30 p.m. on Friday.
Show hours are from 5 p.m. ~o 10
p.m. Friday; from 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Saturday and from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday. Admission is a toy for the
tots or $1. Children and students will
be admitted free of charge on Friday, and children under 12 will l>e
admitted free on all three days.

Student's songs sing Scripture
Mary Schmidt, music coordinator
for the Newman Center, will be in
concert .at 4 p.m. this Sunday in the
Newman Center Chapel.
Schmidt will be celebrating the
release of her recording' 'The Desert
Will Bloom," which is a collection
of original, liturgical music that she
began recording in October of this
year.
With the help of some encoumging friends, some spiritual searching
and UNM music theory classes,
Schmidt worked on setting to music
pas~ages from Scripture.
"My main hope for the music is

that it will make it easier for people
to raise their hearts to the Lord," she
said.
Cassette tapes of ''The Desert
Will Bloom'' will be on sale at the
Newman Center during and after the
concert. The cost is $5.
· Schmidt will be graduating from
UNM with a BUS, and is music
coordinator at the Newman Center
and Music Minister at the Luther
House.
"I see the music as a fonn of
ministry," she said.
The Newman Center is located at
1815 Las Lomas, on the UNM
campus.

SALE

SALE

THE
TEXTBOOK
COOP
is having

a

SALE
Open Daily Until
Friday Dec. 17
9:00-4:00
Room 24ASUB
277-3701

Divorces (Uncontested) ........ $99
Bankruptcy..................$249
Name Changes ••••••••••••••• $95
D.W.I. (Initial Offense) .........$149

Full Legal Services
Fees Quoted Without
Court Cost
$Ulan Scarborough, AHornay·At•LIIW

ALBUQUERQUE
LAW CLINIC
842-1362

ATTI!NTION

901

Lomas NW

STAFF

We can give you a competitive edg~l
Increase your writing output!
Revise your papers, manuals ' manuscripts
quickly and accurately!

THE MOST IMPORTANT ADVANCE IN WRITING
SINCI! THI! TYPI!WRITI!R
Is available to serve you at the ASUNM
DUPLICATING CENTER •
our nev CPT ltOO Word Proceaalna unlla and Optlcel Chatecter Reader COCR) provide
you with the means to be mor~ productive. They allow you to concentrate on the
quality of What you write by freeing you from time-consuming mechanical corrections.
Bring your papers, manuals, manuscripts and science tables to us. Then, while you
take care of other bUsiness; we will type them ERROR-FREE (on .final copy) on our new
CPT Word Procaaalng unite. If you need to make changes later on we can insert, delete
or.move around letters, spaces, words, paragraphs or entire pages in a flash! And
once a section is typed correctly it will never have to be retyped again ••• not even
if you change all the other sections in the paper. If you are the type of person
who works best on.clean drafts we can supply fresh copies as you need them.
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-Medical papers
:•••.,.;;"":;"·=~~
-Historical documentation
& We Specialize In Thesis and Dissertations

____________ __,

with this

Well Woman Clinic

not oo the committee had almost Y~rba.tim accounts
of who on the ~;:ommlttee said what about whom.
What c;:ommittec member or members violated
c:onfidence asreed upop by all I don't know, and I
have made no effort to find out. But about such
persons I would repeat what R,egent Dr. Phillip
Martinez said about ihem openly at a joint meetins of
the Regents and search committee members, ''Shame,
shame on ~oul' 1
Not onlr was this breach of confidence harmful to
cerlain ca.ndldates, but It also ~9Qn caused many
committee members to r~fusc to enter intO frank
discussion, lest their remarks be immediately
publicized, BMinning at this point, llonr:st and
forthright evaluations of candidates' personal and
prof~slonal qualifications gradually diminished, and
during the last mQnth or six weeks of the search
discussions were innocuous and almost vacuous:.

we are experienced In -Text editing
-Resumes
-Legal papers

ES

Gan11e
Donkey Kong Jr.
at University Coin Laundry

Abortion & Pregnancy Testing Clinic's

DROP BY OR CALL US FOR MORE INFORMATION
ON WHAT OUA WORD PROCESSORS CAN DO FOR YOU.
WOAD PROCESSING CENTER

Lower Leval, UNM Union Bldg
277-5992
MWF

TTh

10am- 5pm
D•m - 5pm (oll•n durlnlll lunch hout)

/JI$COfiNT
COUPON

251$ OFF, ...
ON AI.L WORD PROCUIING

¥* IW••.. II . . . . . . .,
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Cliffs Notes help busy
people ...
e study more effectively,
e increase understanding of
novels. plays and poems.
e review quickly tor exams.
Come in today! Cliffs Notes
will help improve your
grades and save you time.

AVailable al:

Student
Book
Store
Opposite UNM
2122 Central SE
243-1777

Presenting High Bias II and the illtim~te Tape G~arantee.
Memorex presents High Bias TI, a tape so extraordinary, we're gomg
to guarantee it forever.

We'll
gl!arantee life-like so~d. .
..
Because Permapass;" our unique OXIde bonding process, locks each oXIde
particle-each musical detail-onto the tape. So music sta;ys live.
Not just the 1st pley. Or the lOOOth. But forever.

We'll ~antee the cassette.

Every Yacetof our cassette is engineered to protect
the tape. Our waved-wafer improves tape-wlild.
Silicone-treated rollers insure smooth, precise tape
alignment. Housing is made strong by a design
unique to Memore'X.

We'll guarantee them forever.

If you are ever dissatisfied with Memore'X

High Bias II, mail us the tape and we'll replace it free.
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Turtle'S pace mars Antigone'
I

AL T dresses up Dickens

By Ann L. Ryan
By Stacy <;reen
At Christmusthuc, f;~milinr streets
bcconJc wondrous in their new clothing. of tinsel and ribh1m. In similar
fashio11, a well known talc wi II fasc.inate audiences anew in the Albuquerque Little Theatre's second production of "A Christmas Carol."
Michael Meyers, Albuquerque
Little Theater's producing director,
is attempting. to ''remain true to the
nowl, yet add to the mag.ic" of
Dickens' trnditional talc of the
season.
''I've read a number or different
~LTipts," said Meyers. "This one
was written in llJ79 by bracl Horn·
witt l think it is a wry good aduption in th;Jt it j., very true to the ori!' lllUI now!."

M\'Vc'f'> said th.l! although Horodo''' not wnle plays lor childa·n.lus Vl'rsion of this traditionallY
dultln·n·, play will still captJvat~
yo uti)\ theatergoers.
"The d!Jldrcn who wme will be
a.skL·d to be more mature. because
ther•• nrc some rather tulky passages
as the novel itself has," said
Meyers. "Yet, there nrc flashpots,
actors flying across the stage on flyWJI/

wire and spirits emerging from puffs
of smoke, The children cat it up."
The Albuquerque Little Theater
has not usually produced children's
theater, Meyers said, but that has
been subject to change since he be·
came director in 1980.
"I feel it's important that we do
works for children because there's
so little for children to sec in the live
thciilcr," said Meyers. "There's
only one children's theater group in
town- that's Bill Hayden's (The
Albuquerque Children's Theater)
and he docs two productions a year;
that's it. Two weekends out of 52
there's live theater for children.''
Meyers' tlpproach to children's
productions, however, is atypical.
He appeals to children as "small
adults." asking them to "step up
here with the rc.,t of thl.! adults and
enjoy the themes that <~r~ presented
m this pluy."
Meyers said h.: has found that
~hildrcn "respond better to being
asked to step up than if you step
down to them." He added that an
adult can still bring a child to sec this
play and not feel like they're there
just to "chaperone the children;
they're enjoying it for its own intrin·
sic values.''

Jean Anouilh's "Antigone" is a
play well-loved by ;~ctre~ses - for
it is rare.
Its title character is a strong
woman who must chose between
love and life or honor and death. It is
a very readable and actable play and
well-suited to a university stage.
Unfortunately, the University of
Albuquerque's production of Lewis
Galantiere's adaptation is marred by
miscasting, overacting and a turtle's
pace, which was not helped by the
absence of an intennission.
"Antigone" is the story of the
royal family of Thebes after Oedi·
pus. Creon, Oedipus' brother, is
now king, for Oedipus' two sons
have killed each other in battle.
Creon, being a pragmatist, decides
that for the sake of civil peace, only
one can be given proper burial. The
other, Polynicies, shall lay where he
fell, dishonored, and anyone that
attempts to bury him shall be put to
death.
Antigone decides that she must
bury her brother despite her engagement to Creon's son, Haemon. Her
principles and Creon's pragmatism
inevitably clash and lead to tragedy.
Galanticre's adaptation includes a
one-man chorus, evening dress and
has generally updated the play to
include references to guns, cars and
cigars.
Jake Wallace Eberle (Chorus)
does a good job with his part,
although his somewhat British accent is pretentious in tone; this may
have been intentional but is not
effective.
However, Antigone is the center
of the play and Pat Conway is miscast as Antigone. She looks a little
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Joe Cavaretta
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5314 Coal SE

Coal & San Mateo (almost)
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LITTLE THEATRE production of A Christmas Carol is rehearsed by Jack Maguire {/eft), and
Barry Gorelick (right}. Gorelick plays the part of the Ghost of Christmas Present and Maguire
the part of Ebenezar Scrooge. The play opens Dec. 10.

!ong in the tooth to be playing an
mgenue and does not capture th~J
spirit of youthful idealism that is
basic to the character. Her Antigone
has no chann, lj.lld this especially
reduces her credibility in her scenes
with Haemon, her lover.

Theater
Review
The only stance Conway took
during the perfonnance was one of
ravaged intensity, fists clenched by
her side. She displayed none of the
softness that would give depth and
credence to her portrayal as a young

woman torn between desire and
death.
lhe pivotaJ scene, a confrontation
between Antigone and Creon, drags;
the lack of an intennission caused
the audience to become restless lind
this diluted what dramatic tension
was generated,
Although the production was
well-staged, and despite some good
perfonnances, including Margaret
Therese Henke's freshness and
sincerity as Ismene, Antigone's fairhaired sister, "Antigone" is well
below the standard of excellence set
by Jim Morley and the U of A
Theatre department. Audiences
have come to expect much, much
more than they get from this production.

Book remembers Mark Twain
Mark Twain's life reflected
some of America's favorite images
of itself: piloting a steamboat on
the Mississippi, prospecting for
gold in the Rockies and vaulting
from obscurity into fame and fortune,
And Twain, or Samuel Langhorne Clemens as he was christened, was also a "reasonably accurate barometer" of the ''common
man," writes UNM'sHamlin Hill.
Hill, chainnan of the UNM English department and a leading
scholar in American humor, wrote
the entry on Clemens for the Dictionary of Literary Biography's

volume titled "Americ.an Realists
and Naturalists.''
Photographs and drawings of
Clemens, reproductions of his
notes and manuscripts, cartoons
and illustrations from his books
supplement Hill's 23-page text,
which includes a list of selected
works and a bibliography,
Twain's prose style- "vernacular, commonsensical,
pragmatic" -appealed to Amcr·
icans, Hill noted, and "with a mix·
turc of pride and wistfulness' he
wrote in his notebook in 1886, 'My
books are water; those of the great
geniuses are wine. Everybody
drinks water.'"

mao

BURT REYNOLDS & GOLDIE HAWN

ATTENTION
HEALTH PROFESSION
MAJORS
The Navy is seeking applicants for positions in the following:
• Medical School Scholarships •
Pre-Med Seniors Only
• Medical Service Corps •
Health Care Administration
Industrial Hygiene
Business Administration
• Nurse Corps • BSN
Join a very special team who enjoy a career with fine opportunities for growth and development. Full range of duty assign·
ments. Overseas travel. Specialties such as operating room
management, anesthesiology, family practice, pediatrics and
gynecology.. Continued education and specialization opportunities. Up to $31 ,500 in 4 years. Excellent benefits. 30-days
paid vacation annually.
For more information

call 766-3895.

Chrlstmu SpedAII
Chamlsa Boobhop
I.

160Z Centr.. 5I, near Unl\l. llvd,
Open 1·5ptlll M·5.11 143·3100

10" 011' ll·ltllr. IZ•I7·1Z

Join NMSO for

STUDENT
RUSH
Beginning at 8 PM
Popejoy Hall Box Office
each concert evening
Tickets only $2.60
make plans now for the

Beethoven
Festival
Friday
December 10, 1982
9th Symphony

with NMSO Cftorus attdSoloists
Leonore Overture No.2

Saturday
December II, 1982

Try Itt
"Outrageously Delicious"
ANORMAN JEWISON FILM
BURT REYNOLDS GOLDIE HAWN
"BEST FRIENDS" Slarrmg JESSICA TANDY BAilNARD HUGHES AUDRA LINDLtY KEENAN WYNN RON SILVER
Mus1c by MICHEl LEGRAND Lynes by ALAN and MARILYN BERGMAN ExecutiVe Producer JOE WIZAN
Wntten by VALERIE CURTIN &BARRY LEVINSON Produced by NORMAN JEWISON and PATRICK PALMER
·pt:J;rARENIAlGUIOANttsuGGISI£0 ·!i~-1 D1recled by NORMAN JEWISON .
'"' MWV1Nmnoo<O
1
\

... , "'"'H•-•~ t,un'"' ot ~tn1~~~~ rr.01 tJ~IP~I~
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FREE showing to students!
Thursday December 9 8pm

Lobo Theatre on Central
A holiday gift from the ASUNM Film Committee

the

Choc-0-Wich
Albuquerque's
newest Ice cream treat

On Sale Now
On the pado, north end of the SUB
Look for Balloons

The world's foremost trio
The Beaux Arts Trio
"Archduke;• "(;host" &
"Kakadu" Trios

Sunday
December 12, 1982
5th Symphony
Triple Concerto with

The Beaux Arts Trio

All Concerts 8:15 PM
PopeJoy Hall

NEW MEXICO
SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA
Yo!ot11Ni1 Takeda

MUS<C. D1rer,~ 1Jf

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS AHOWARD WKOCH PRODUCTION AIRPLANE II: THEBEQUEl·HOBERT HAYS
JUliE HAGERTY· LLOYD BRIDGES · CHAD EVtREH ·WilliAM SHATNER · DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY JOE BIROC. A.S.C
~~~!lf~~~L~ KOCH· WRIITEN AND DIRECTED BY KEN FINKLsM~~'.A.~ARf\M~U~J. P.lg~BE~ftl
~IIIA:tltll_rALM'!!'f';nK_&~IT~~-FOA~~H_,

Opens December lOth at a theatre near you.
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For the first concert of the "Gn~at
Performance Series,'' Aiko Productions brings to Albuquerque the
genius of Mr. Ray Charles. The concert is slated for at 8 p.m. this Satur-

Kimo exhibition
open to locals
Terrific Stocking Stutter for Success

SPEED
READIHG
GIVES YOU WHAT
A CLOCK CAN'T

MORE

AVAILABLE TIME!

• Can Increase reading speed 2-7 times
according to difficulty of materials.
• Retain and recall more of what you've read.
• Now Improved Speed
course <Jaslgned for
today's students,
and business persons.

·~-+I.

N

SPEND

TIME
TO SAVE
TIME!

Call Days, Evenln11 or Weekends
tor D1t1lls

127 Jefferson N.E.
265·2524

EDUt:ATIOIIAI CENTER

Stanley H. Kaplan Breal<through In Rapid Reading

TEST PREPARAnON SPECIALISTS SINCE 11138

Prison art classes have a look of freedom

The Genius' comes to town
day at the Civic Auditorium. More
than a concert, the show will feature
Ray backed by the 17-piece Ray
Charles Orchestra and the Raelettes.
Warming up for Ray Charles will
be Albuquerque's own Alma, a
popular jazz and R&B band, which
has recently released its first album
and appeared last summer at the Tel·
luride Jazz Festival.
Aiko Productions is co-promoting

By Eddie Tafoya

part, comatose, and the inmates
vented their artistic talents by drawAt the artroom in the New Mexico ing on sheets and handkerchiefs. But'
State Penitentiary, formal instruc- with the arrival of Wissman, who
tion is not part of the overall scheme. teaches a total of32 students in three
The inmates come in, and they tell · different classes, new areas were
jokes and one or two of them just opened to the inmates. They now
loiter, basking in the rays of the five- have access to pastels, oil paints and
day-a-week social event. Like the soft sculpture materials, and in the
artwork in every art class, some of minimum security cellblocks 1hey
the work is striki.ngly professional have an open art room. In cellblock
and poignant- .and some is rather three, a maximum security area,
stiff and amateurish. It is not the Wissman works with his students
prison that makes the difference through the cell bars.
it is the talent, perserevance and
Wissma11 said the art program ltas
time involved. In this respect, this been very popular and that he has
artroom is just like any other art little time for the inmates in cellroom.
block three. Two of the cellblccks
"You hear a lot of talk that in- are entirely cut off from the progmates are more talented or sensitive ram. He said that there is enough
than other people just because they work for another full time art
are inmates," says Bill Wissman, teacher.
art instructor at the Penitentiary.
Among the prisoners, Wissman is
"You couldn't prove that by me."
enormously popular for his loose
Wissman, who came to teach art hand and his way of encouraging the
at the State Penitentiary in August work that comes from his instruc1981, said that structured classes tion.
"I haven't seen anybody drop the
don't always work at the prison.
"The rhore you come in and act class," said Alex Garcia, an inmate
like a teacher, the more these people who has been in Wissman's class
more than a year. Garcia also said
put you off," he said.
Before Wissman arrived at the that, with Wissman's help, he has
Pen the art program was for the most
learoed how to take his aggressions

this event with KOB-FM who will
be giving away tickets and possibly
copies of Ray's new albumthrough
the end of this week.
Aiko Productions plans to deck
out the Civic Auditorium for this
show. Special lighting, plant arrays
on stage and throughout the auditorium, .and uniformed ushers are just
part of the "sprucing up'' planned.

The East Lobby Gallery of the
historic KiMo Theater is sponsoring
a theme exhibition, titled ''Winter in
New Mexcio," open to any artist 18
years or older living in the metropolitan area of Albuquerque. Each
artist is eligible to submit one work
to this juried exhibition. Works may
be of any media but must be framed
and equipped for hanging on the gallery walls. They also may not exceed 60 inches in width. Gallery
space is limited.
The exhibition is schedtlled to run
from Jan. 15, 1.983, through Feb.
27, 1983. Artist submissions must
be accompanied by a self-addressed
envelope for notification of acceptance. No other entry fee will be required. Submissions will be
accepted from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on
one day only, Jan. 4, at the KiMo
Gallery, 5th and Central NW. For
further information, call 766-7816.

picture of a naked Indian maiden
leaning against a tree stump.
"This isn't just a nude picture,''
Garcia said. "I love to paint pictures
of nature, This is a painting about
nature."
Johnny Apodaca, another of
Wissman's students, said that he
usually paints for about five hours a
day, and after such a session he feels
"wired.'' Apodaca has been painting for about a year anil that Wissman has tried to expose him to various forms of art.

Presently, Apodaca's images are
taken from artbooks, 'which Wissman has shown his students .• He said
that he likes peacefull pictures of
waterfalls and pictures of nature.
"It reminds me of freedom," he
said.
Apodaca said that when he gets
?ut. of pris.on that he hopes to get a
JOb to snpporfhimself so that he can
continue painting.
"Painting helps prepare me for
the streets,'' he said.

New class studies women in art
The UNM art department will
offer a new art history course for the
upcoming spring term, which begins
Jan. 17.
The <..ourse, "Women in Art,"
will examine woman as images and
artists in past and present art, with an
emphasis on the 20th century.
Visiting art historian Patricia

About the only thing that
isn't in it is the theme music!

·~A BANTAM TRADII rAriiRBACK.
··~ BANTAM BOOKS, INC .. Dept. DR· IS,
' 666 fifth Avenue, New York IOIOj

out on canvas. But he also said the
opportunity Wissman's class gives
him helps him to find something else
in his work.
Garcia, a Watland Indian, says he
is trying to commemorate his people
in his paintings. In one unfinished
painting Garcia shows faces of his
people growing out of rocks on a
beach.
"Rocks themselves are sacred,"
he said.
Garcia's painting "Mi Ruea"
{which means "My Old Lady") is a

It debuted on October 2, 1959 and
over the next five years and 156
episodes, it charted a territory all its
own filled with magic. horror. and
wonder. Now, submitted for your ap·
proval, is THE TWILIGHT ZONE COM·
PANION. Profusely illustrated with
over 200 photos, this definitive vol·
ume combines evocative synopses
of each episode with cast and credit
listings, incisive commentary and
colorful behind·the·scenes recollec·
tions. $9.95 wherever books are
sold or order directly from the pub·
Irs herby including $1.25 for postage
and handling.

I

Mathews will teach the course Tuesdays and Thursdays from 2 to 2:30
p.m. in Room 1020 of UNM's Fine
Arts Center. There are no prerequisites for this three-credit-hour
course.
For more information, call
UNM's art department at 277-5861.

.. ...... ....... NOW OPEN
..........
..~~~::::h... ;, . . . .
.

~RTTALK: ln'!'ate ~ohn Apodaca and a~ instructor Bill Wissman (right) discuss composition

m the educatton wmg of the New Mextco State Penitentiary. Apodaca said he was painting
on bedsheets and handerchiefs before Wissman started work at the pen.
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CHRISTMAS SALE

a~ey

·.:::.. pet supp1y
Dog and Cat Supplies at
Discount Prices

?~
•.., -...

Fine

Exhibition and Sale of
Art R~productions
Laser Photo Art &.. Frames
Also Available

:

2215 Lead SE

V2 blk. E. of Yale

268-7740

•
ON THE WING,
KOSON

.,,, . ,...
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L. E FLEUR,

"'•'
: • PICASSO
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$46.75 and up

to~. ~\JFJIA.\1"'•
P
WI'...'T •11
ARMY•NAVY GOODS

504 VALISE

265-7777

3 Days Left!
Friday Is the last Day

Gnomes

PUZZLED?
Residence Halls are the answer.

We want to be central in your
solution, Space is available for
Spring Semester. Contact
HOUSING RESERVATIONS •
201 LA POSADA • 277-2606.

--Residence Halls---

Secrets of
The Gnomes
By Rien Poortvliet
and Wil Huygen
$19.95

DON "Q", PICASSO

Gnomes and
The Weather
Calendar 1983
Gift-boxed, 12 Y8 x 11

$7.95

Gnome Gnotes Blank Book $4.98

Gnamcs & Gnumbers Address Book $2.98

UNM Bookstore

Yl''

Art Reproductions
$3.25 each or 3 for $8.25
Laser Photo Art
$4.00 each or 2 for$ 7.00
M·c- Escher
$4.00 each or 2 for $7.00

UNM Student Union
December 6-l 0
9AM to 6 PM
SUB First Floor,
North Entrance

SPONSORED BY THE UNM StuDENT UNION
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Bridgers gets job Dunn

Your best X-mas present ever

UNM Athletic Director John
Bridgers saved the day by quickly
hiring Joe Lee Dunn to replace Joe
Morrison as head football coach.
Morrison lert Bridgers in a bind
Sunday by taking a job at the University of South Carolina right
smack in the middle of the recruiting
drive. Dunn himself was called
away from the recruiting drive to
have a rap session with Bridgers to
accept the UNM head coach's job,
Morrison took everyone e"cept
defensive end coach John Neal and
receivers coach Stan Quintana with
him to a place which is probably
worse than UNM. USC is an independent in the college ranks. which

means you have to schedule anyone
you can. The Gamecocks have had
only one bright spot in the last 20
years and that was George Rogers
who won the Heisman Trophy in
1980.
Morrison left UNM for solid, but
very selfish, reasons, In today's
society, people are looking out for
Numero Uno and don't care who
they abuse or who they hurt in the
process. Morrison had good reasons
for leaving, but he wasn't finished
here by any means.
When Morriso.n came here three
years ago., the UNM football program was the utter pits. He and Dunn
made the first two. years of the Morriso.n regime tolerable, by beating
Brigham Young in the 1980 season
opener and by bringing an c"citing
defensive squad into University Stadium.
He then brought in Frank Sadler
earlier this ye<U' from TcnnessecChatanooga to be the offensive coordinator, and the Lobos finished
second in the Western Athletic Conference and set a school record by
winning 10 games. The Lobo
offense finished fifth in the nation in
total offense and scoring offense.

The Lobos were 4-7- I in 1981,
and 10-1 in 1982, which is some
turn;u:ound. It was decisive enough
to make Morrison a hot prospect for
almost any vacant coaching job in
the country. UNM couldn't come
close to matching an offer from a
school which pays big miJney for
football coaches.
Morrison was mistreated by the
fans, the media and the conference
while he was at UNM. He was also
upset about not getting a bowl bid
with a 10-1 reco.rd, and that he
wasn't named Coach of the Year in
the WAC. The other coaches in the
conference vote for that honor, so
now he was abused by his colleagues.
Morrison wasn't finished, here,
however. In the last three years,
UNM has made tremendous strides
to becoming a force to be reckoned
with in the west. Now, Dunn will
have to work diligently to get his
recruiting done, so that UNM
doesn't lose any more ground.
Morrison had two years left on his
contract, but Bridgers will use that
money to give Dunn a little e"tra
money to play with. Dunn was the
perfect man for the job and should do

Since the President of these here
United States (Ronald Reagan) isn't
doing such a hot job up there in
Washington, I've decided to give
the people of the red, white and blue
a Christmas present and overthrow
the government and start a new
regime.

a great job if he can get past next
season, where UNM has seven of its
first nine games on the road.
Morrison will be remembered for
his sucesses in the 1982 campaign,

and for packing his bags to run and
hide after not getting his way.
He had every right to leave, but
the reasons were purely for Joe Morrison.

Check them dut in the Daily Lobo

aco,
a upa
& S-mall 7 -Up
$1.49
a 46(: savings

with coupon thru 12·12-82

Frontier Restaurant

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHIC'KEN

The Prime Minister of Foreign
Affairs has to be Alan Do.lensky. He
doesn't h&ve much po.wer, but his
heart is as big as Texas. He is only
6-5, but he plays inside like a 6-11
guy. He'd be the perfect person get
the Russians out of Afganistan,
, As far as secret weapons go, CarVIII Blocker, T,J. Drake and Mark
Snow come highly recommended.
Blocker claims that his knee is very
weak .and that he still can't jump
well, I have a Jot o.ftrouble believing
him, even though he tells me how
bad it is everytime I ask him.
Blocker played four minutes in
the game with Arizona and scored
continued on page?B

ERm mora than $900 per month during your senior year or englneer!ng. The Air
Force has a Colle_ge Senior Engineer Program that is open to students In sorect
engineer dlscfpllne. Certain graduate studenls also are ffligible. While you're com·
plating your engineering degree you will recleve full pay and allowances. Plus you'll
be entitled to other Air Force advantages such as Complete medical and dental care
and discount shopping privileges. For more Information on this great program caU Rich VIcars at 298·1122.

Joe cavaretta

NUMBER ONE motions Johnny Jackson at the end of the
Hawaii contest. Johnson, a returing starter might find it a
little tougher to use the same expression next year. The Lobos
open the season on the road in Tennessee and Arkansas.

FREE COUPONS for SPECIAL VALUES

'2 pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
with coupon
Open at
Reg. •2 21
11:00 Daily
tJse our convenient drive up windows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
5231 Central NW

51 !!9

making him double agent status.
Tim" 14 Karat" Garrett would be
Smith's physics e"pert. Garrett never fails to shoot whil<- spinning
through the air or from high above
the ozone layer. His gravity defying
performances this year and his contributions in the UNM-Arizona
game make him a shoo-in for the
1983 Nobel Prize. His number
should be "360".
Smith's Budget Advisor would be
Craig Allison, who knows how to
make the most of his time and energy. Allison is probably the most productive player on the Lobo team,
and Head Coach Gary Colson knows ·
exactly when to use him.

AIR FORCE COLLEGE SENIOR
ENGINEER PROGRAM

I was going to call my new coun-

try Jacksonia and make Lobo linebacker Johnny Jackson the president, he is well known and gets respect from everyone, but his party is
without a leader.
The obvious man for the job is
Lobo basketball's Phil Smith, who
makes every aspect of the game easy
and is an excellent leader on and off
the court. Smith knows how to get
things do.ne and is fluent in every
language of the game.
Smith captured the nomination by
his unselfish play and his leadership
qualities. He's the coach on the
court and knows how to use his personnel. Everyone already knew he
could drive to the basket and shoot
from the outside, but he has become
a double threat with his adept passing ability. He could pass the Statue
of Liberty under the Lincoln tunnel
without a scratch,
His vice president is Brad
Evangelho, who goes almost unnoticed on the basketball team. He is
the least publicized oftheLobos, but
if Smith were to get injured,
Evangelho could take over the reins.
The Secretary of Defense would
be Michael Johnson, because he is
very tough and knows how to usc his
talents underground, overland, or
through the air. He's an excellent
rebounder, and is has great finesse
on the offensive end.
Tim Fullmer and Don Brkovich
would be Johnson's assistants. Fullmer's soft jumpers would make him
the perfect man to be in charge of the
cruise missile program. Brkovich
has unlimited shooting range and
will head the MX missile program.
He could hit Moscow from Pluto
with his jump shot.
The Director of the CIA would be
Niles Dockery. Dockery could steal
Mount Rushmore and South Dakota
would never know it was gone. He is
also very slick on the offensive end,
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When the party is BYOB (BringYour Own Brush),
you find out who your friends are.
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Central at Yale
Try a

CHICAGO STYLE
HOTDOG
Loaded with garden
fresh vegetables

$1.39
Don't forget
Harry's HAPPY HOUR
&Ooz

Pitchers of Coor's
only $2.00
2 PM tillS PM
(with meal purchase)
VIDEO GAMES 2 for 25¢

Friends aren't hard to find when
you're out to share a good time. But
the crowd sure thins out when
there's work to do. And the ones
who stick around deserve
something special.
Tonight, let it be LOwenbriiu.

Lowenbriu. Here's to good friends.
Cl~ BeerBtewtd byM,IIfr BIWI'ittg Co., M1lwllukee, Wis
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Lady Lobos 4-1 and steady

By Dan O'Shea
With a 4- I record and a break in
the schedule, the UNM women's
basketball team is progressing well
as far as coach Doug Hoselton is
concerned.
"I'm very pleased with where
we're at right now," Hoselton said.
"We must be doing something right
defensively." The Lobos, with every player starting at least one game,
have held opponents to a poor shooting percentage below 36 percent.
They are still looking to improve
though.
In their last game, the Lobos held
Northern Arizona University to 52
points, the lowest point total they
have allowed in this young season.
"If you take out the Missouri game,
our defensive statistics would be
·
even better."
UNM's only defeat was what
Hoselton refers to as ''the Thanksgiving Day Massacre'' when eight·
eenth·ranked Missouri defeated the
Lobos 102-57. "They're not 40
points better than us,'' Hoselton said
of the very physical and deep Missouri team.
On offense, Hoselton is not
pleased with the Lobos' shooting
percentage, which after five games

is 44 percent. "I'd like to see it at 48
or49 percent. It's not that they don't
want to put them in, the shots just
aren't falling."
The Lobos' fast-break offense has
three players scoring in doublefigures which Hoselton said is very
good for any basketball team. Ali·
son Foote is averaging 21.4 points a
game, Debie Leeper is scoring 16
per game, Muff Reinert has a 13
point average and Yvonne McKinnon is averaging nine a game.
Along with the good defense,
Hoselto!l sees reb9unding and
assists as other m;~jor contributions
to the team's early success. Marge
Brinkman leads the team with 16
assists. and Sally Marquez has 12.
''The assists have been very spread·
out," said Hoselton.

Lobos to play in Aggieland

UNM plays an Alumni e1>hibition
game on Dec. ll at 7:30 in the Pit.
"This is a good game. The Alumni
aren't slow, fat, old ladies. They
have familiar names, faces and
jumpshots," said Hoselton.
The Lobos conclude the first half
of their season on Dec. 17 against
Rice University of the Southwest
Conference. Hoselton said the
Lobos' last practice was the first
time in four weeks when the whole
team was able to attend. He expects
both Betsy Collins and .Brinkman
· will be able. to play against Rice ..
Collins is now practicing with th.e
team and starting to .get back! into
shape after an appendectomy, ·
Brinkman didn't play against North·
em Arizona because of a heel injury.
. "We hope to be 5·1 at Chris!mas
time," Hoselton concluded.
.

The UNM basketball team takes
to the road for the first time this year
Saturday night when the Lobos face
downstate rival New Mexico State
in Las Cruces.
The Lobos, 4-0 this season, have
defeated New Mexico Highlands
122-84, Sou them Colorado 97-71,
Southern California 77-74, and Ari·
zona 101-73. The Aggies, 1-1, have
also played all of their games at
home, beating the C91lege of Santa

Fe 85-73 and losing to Texas-EI
Paso 60-55. New Mexico State will
play the Miners again tonight in El
Paso before playing the Lobos.
UNM is expected to start the same
five starters who have carried them
to the perfect mark - center
George Scott (17.5 points per game
and 8.8 rebounds per game), forwards Tim Gan·ett (13.5, 4.0) and
Michael Johnson (10.0, 4.5), and
guardsPhilSmith(l0.8, 3.5 and 7.0
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UNM Student Special!
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Purchase $5.00 worth of
1
1
PuH-Putt Golf & Games Tokens'
I
1 and re9eive 20 tokens absolutely FREE!
I

!

hmit one coupon per person per day.

Expires 12-15-82
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Lomas NE 296·4242 5100 San Mateo NE 881-9866

Vodka and
La Paz Margarita

Mix11111kea

great Russian
Margarita.

Coors salutes the
Intra~nural TeaiTI
of the Month!
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TREK· PEUGEOT •

"When you get into rivalries like
this one, you can forget the records,'' said UNM head coach Gary
Colson. "You will see a maximum
effort from both teams, I'm sure of
that. It will be a very intense game,
just like it always is."
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assists) and Don Brkovich. (12.3,
5.8). The Aggies are expected to
counter with guards Ernest Patteison
and Steve Colter, center Derek;
Sailors, and forwards Gillis Williams and Frank Rodriguez.

.....

Ga

The Lobos will play two more
games on the road after the Aggie
contest, at Weber State and Long
Beach State, before returning home
to face NMSU again on Dec. 23.
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:

1

AnotherGreatOfferFrom

----Putt~-.IJII:..lll

Colson said he has been pleased
with the play of his team thus far.
"Our defense has been very good
and is going to get better, " said the
third-year coach.

z>

Complete Assessories

-

1

Despite two wins by the Aggies
last year, the Lobos still lead the
overall series 77-68, and Colson
knows New Mexico State returns a
very good team. "They have one of
the best backcourts in the nation
with Colter and Patterson,'' Colson
said. •• And Sailors and Williams
played real well against us last
year."
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S{uetaU bkydes - $140 ·

Joe Caveretta

Skills· Center
3rd Door Zimmerman Library

277-4560
The Skdl• Center will he open
until 6pm Friday December 18.

Math and English tutors will he
available for last minute
studying help.

Call 277·4560 for information.

CHARGING viol•tion is dr•wn by UNM's S•lly M•rquez. The
l•dy Lobos whipped the Northern Arizon• Lumberjllls in •
non-conference m•tch •t the Pit.

Lobos

continuedfrompsge27 - - - - - - -

eight points, got called for goaltend•
ing and snagged a rebound. He even
was involved in a fast break, in
which he pulled up and canned a
short range jumper. If he's not a
secret weapon, who is.
Well, maybe it's Drake. He disproves the old adage that big men
. can't shoot free throws, and uses the
glass better than. many small guys
· do. Ho also gives 120 percent on the
, court, which is a trait that many ex-

lawyers, now polititians don't have,
but many of the Lobos posess.
Snow is working to overcome
sickness and other problems which
have plagued him. Snow has looked
pretty good in the last two games and
may have some impact come WAC
time.
·
Smith's right hand man will be
George Scott, who is the frrst real
inside threat to be seen in Loboland
in a long while. Scott rarely misses a
shot and knows how to play underneath. Having him in a Lobo unifonn is like having two million dolJars and a leer jet. Scott could take
UNM to the moon and back.
With these guys on my team, the
Budget will be cut, there will be
more jobs for the 12 million people
in this country out of work. And
that's the best Christmas present I
could give the good ol' U.S. of A.
And I might add that I think Loboland will again shine in the national
spotlight. Most of the media people
in Albuquerque and around the
league have called the 4-0 .Lobos a

!;;:!ii::S:E:a:::.u~;·;·~d~~ar~kh=ors~1~e.'':': .~u~. ~~.,~~!. ~~~ .~ ...

WRONG WAY was the w•y th•t Arizona's D•vid Haskins went
Phil Smith gets 2 of his 9 points during the Lobos' victory.
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ATTENTION
HEALTH PROFESSION
MAJORS
The Navy is seeking applicants for positions in the following:
• Medical School Scholarships •
Pre-Med Seniors Only
• Medical Service Corps •
Health Care Administration
Industrial Hygiene
Business Administration
• Nurse Corps • BSN

The Maggots: Intramural Soccer

Lto A
Nell Cobb, Farbod Kla, Rlgo Hernandez, Luke George, Charles Reith, Shelton Neckles, Paul
Gerrish, Georges E. Theodore. Not pictured: Klnathla Marlokl, Bob Poaster.

Join a very special team who enjoy a career with fine opportu·
nities for growth and development Full range of duty assign·
ments. Overseas travel. Specialties such as operating room
management, anesthesiology, family practice, pediatrics and
gynecology. Continued education and specialization opportunities. Up to $31 ,500 in 4 years. Excellent benefits. 30-days
paid vacation annually.
For more Information
call 766·3895.

DISTRIBUTED BY

THE MALOOF COMPANIES
"The House That Quality Built"
Albuquerque

New Mexico
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EXPERIENCE
,__AIR
FORCE Sports
__..;;;;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NURSING.
Grapplers successful on trip
Caesars . Palace Invitational even
though the Lobos placed 12th out of
thirty-three teams, amongst them
such wrestling powerhouses as the
University of Iowa, Oklahoma State
University and Arizona State University.

At 150 pounds Lobo John
Schaumberg
slipped up and was pinAIR FORCE NURSING The Lobo wmstling team had a ned by his opponent, at 158 pounds
ECP
busy and successful weekend. The Lenny Lovato, wrestling above his
matmen posted a victory over the usual weight limit, was decisioned
University of California State- 19-6, and Dan llgenstein lost a 7-5
Vou could be one of the senior nursing students
Fullerton, a win over the University decison at 177 pounds. Kevin Jackselected for the U.S. Air Force Early Commissioning
of Minnisota and finished high in the son kept his dual meet record clean
Program (ECP). When selected, you'll be commispower packed Caesars Palace Invita- by pinning his opponent in the first
sioned prior to taking your state board e.xamlnation. As
a newly commissioned nurse you will attend a five
round at 190 pounds to round out the
tional meet.
month Internship at a major Air Force medical facility
scoring.
The
Lobos
dominated
the
meet
and have a head start In assuming the leadership re·
Against the Gophers of Minnisota
against Cal-State scoring four pins
sponsibilltlesof an Air Force Officer. AIM HIGH I Accept
on their way to a 33·20 win. At 118 the Lobos scored an \lpset of sorts
the job and challenge of the Air Force Nurse Corps. For
CJ
z
additional information contact:
pounds Chris Luttrell pinned his when Harrison, Rardin, Tracey,
5
opponent at 3:15 to open the meet. Cast, and Jackson repeated theirperz
TSgt. Darrel Moyer
Ralph Harrison and Scott Rardin, fonnance of the earlier meet and
i=
(505) 292·3642 (Collect)
z
competing
at 126 and 134 pounds came away with victories. Schaum0
respectively, also pinned their oppo- berg an~ llgenstein avenged their
(.)
nents. At 142 pounds Tony Tracey earlier losses and the Lobos took the
EXCELLENT SALARY
decision.
notched a 16-3 superior decision.
Head coach Bill Dotson was
with the outcome of the dou~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIUIIIIIIIIIII pleased
ble dual meets.

By George P. Chavez
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For information call
Dr. Becker or
Dr. Tschen at

277-4757
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101 Cornell SE
(across from UNM)

VISA & MASTERCARD WELCOME!
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RUBBING
IN: Lobo Kim Merewether {bottom} is under pressure from s New Mexico
Highlsnd• gr•ppler. The Lobos •r• 4·0 in dust meet• th;• SHson.

Gymnasts top Chi-Circle

RMO first stop for gymnasts

ontheteamledtotheoutcomeofthe
meet.
Freshman Mike Wright scored

The Lobo men's gymnastic team

Dan O'Shea
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Intramural Scoreboard

ROOM 230, JOHNSON GYM

PHONE 277-5151

RESULTS
1982 F.tllatra•ar.t Karate Toamey
Men'• Black Belt• Keny U (tat Kala)
Lee Klitle (let Sparring)
Woaea'a Black Belt • Kaohla Klitle (hi Sparring)
Weapon' • Kata · Kerry 1.1
Mea'• Brown Bell· Mike Helota (tat Kala), Pete Kelly
(lot Spurla1l · Beglanlag, WoMen • Kalhll Graft (lot
Kala), HtlDDII Tho••• (lot Sparriag) ·Beginning, Mea ·
Son"ll Gee (tat Kata), GreJI Hinkel, (lot Sparring) •
Color Belt Men • Joe RobU'fe (lot Kala) . Ckack &·
qalbel (lat Sparring) . latenoedlate Wo•en • Kathy
Morrill (let Ketal • Kate Montell (tat Sparring).
MEN'S 5'10"' & UNDER BB FINAL STANDINGS
1. Scrappy Doo
4. Laken
2. .lakeboa
5. Plkee
3,Sllk Drago,..
1M TEAM OF mE WEEK
Tbe ''Scrappy Doo" for wlanlng thl• vear's •en'•

5'10" Baoketball Cha•plonohlp b11 defeating the
.lakeb011 Heroeo, 59·50.

1M PlAYERS OF mE WEEK
Mike Heloter for placlag Dr•t In bro11111 belt Kala and
third Ia broWD beltoparriag as weD a• being on the Oral
place UNM Karate T•••· ''Th• Barbarlali•" at tlla.
yean lntra•ilral karate tolll'lla••nt. Dorlae Chavez

. for placing third In colored belt Kala and oecoad In
colored belt oparriag at thlo yaar'a lntra•aral karate
toiU'Da•ent.

1M EMPLOYEE OF mE MONTH
Anthon~ Sloneroo for blo oat.tandi11g oenlce ao head
llfegaard at .lobnoon Pool. 1\Dthonylo a oaechanlcal
engineering otudent &o•. Albaqael'tla• an<l Ia In hie
thltd year •• a Ufegaord. He wao the blgheat ocorlng
pard In a recent oklllo IMI given to allllfegaard per·
aoanel.

UPCOMING EVENTS:
(Getaway Spedal Evaate)
OPEIIADON SANTA ClAUS • Do yoa bow a JIODDB
boy or girl, aaa ·8 yean aad aader, who woald eiiJOII
nc-•• a phona caD fro• Santa? TbellNM latra••·
r.t Offtce will once apia provide thlo ....,.ce, Ia a v""'
profe~oloaal •aaaer, for the apco•laa holiday eea•
1100. The •ealdeat omca Santa, aloaa with Mte. Cia ..,
aooorted elveo, aad appropriate hac.poaad ...tc
will place the phone caU aad beae the coawerootlon o•
the lafo... lltloa provided to doe ome. " .......
donation of o$2.00 will be req...ed per caU . .d aU
proceed• will be coatrlbated to the United Wa11 Faad.
For •ore lnfo,..atlon caU 277-5151.
TURKEY TROT T-SHIRTS NOW AVAUABLE. T·oklrte
for the laol 60 people who r....taed for doe aaaa.t
Tarkey Trot are lnl PJ...e pick •P Ia doe latra•ual
omce, roo• 230 Ia .lohnoon GJIJA. T-ehlrte wlllaot be

held aftar Fddey, Dec 17--eo pick the• •P now!

over the University of IllinoisChicago Circle in a dual meet held in
Fort Worth, Texas this weekend.
The Lobos won by 16.35 points
scoring 271.15 to UICC's 254.80.
The meet was highlightedby several
career high totals and and a super! a,
b 11
d
.
t1ve
y a -aroun er
Matt per.onnance
Arnot.

CHRISTMAS BREAK GYM/POOL HOURS

·
F •es
FREE French r.

on the floor and 9.1 on the pommel.
Several gymnasts scored career
highs in the meet. Scott Herold
total~d 9.2 on the rings. Mi~e
Sch~tt had two career be~~s, 9.5 m
vaultmg and 9. 3 on the htgh bar~.
And on the pommel horse Steve Hill
scored 9.3.
M. 1tc
. ·heII sru'd. semor
· Lou1s
· Kohll

Arnot scored a careerhigh of 9.6 also. had an excelle~t perfonnance
in the floor exercise and went on to sconng ?·O on the htgh bar and 9.3
score 56.55 in his all-around effort. on ~e nngs.
Head coach Rusty Mitchell said . .Mttchell. ho~s the mome~tum of
Arnot's good perfonnance was due this first wm will carry over mto the
to the "superb effort" he gave in the Lobo~ next meet.
meet
Th1s weekend the Lobos travel to
·
Colorado Springs to compete in the
"We had an excellent perfonn- . Rocky Mountain Open. Mitchell
ance by the entire team. We scored said that good gymnastics schools
15 points better than last year,'' including the Air Force Academy,
Mitchell said, "It was a no hassle Brigham Young University, Houstrip. We had a fine perfonnance, a ton Baptist University and Arizona
nice dinner and came home with the State University will compete in the
victory. We're happy with the out" open. Mitchell hopes the University
come.''
of Nebraska will also be there. The
Mitchell said the fact that the Cornhuskers were national chamLobos were in much better shape pions last year and Mitchell is lookthan their opponents and the per- ing forward to an early meet with
fonnances of some of the freshmen high caliber teams,

Kivina gains major track
honors as All-American

.lohnooaG~•-wlllbeopenDec20,21,22,27,28,and

29 fro• 12 to 8 P·•· Dae to Npaln the •ala •ana
lloor.lo•a..,nA..WarvG-wlllbeopea.laa3,4,5,6,
7, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 fro• 12 aooa to 8 P••• .laa 15
(11a.• .. 4•45 P••·l aad .1-16 (12 aoon · 4:45 p•••).
Oly•plc Pool will be opn Dec:ZO, 21, 22, 27, 28.29
and.lan3,4,5,6, 7, 10,U,12,13aad J4fro•ll•·•·
• 2 P·•· aad 5 P·•· • 7•45. T.. pool will aJ.o be open
.lalll5 (lla••. -4•45 P·•·l•nd.lalll6 (l:Znoon •4•45
P·•·l•
The UNM Jntra•arai/Ca•p•• Reereatlon Propa•
wo.td Uke to ..tab aU otadeat., facility and otaH a
M...,. M...,. Chrlobaao and a nfe and prooparoao
N.., VeU".

One of the major goals and great
thrills for an intercollegiate athlete is
All A • h
T. L~
to earn • men can onors · 0 ""'
come an All-American, one must
place in the top 25 runners out of
. approximately 200. Of course, the
200 runners on the course are the

but was in the bottom 100. He forced
the pace, slipped down two more
times but kept his courage. With
only 2,000 meters to go, he was
43rd. Approximately 100 meters
from the finish, he managed to pass
number 26.

Ththroughout theh nation.
t UNM All
Kivina ran the course in 30:55.
best
e course t a
• the winner ran :30;15.
I
I
I extremely
Americ.anlbrahimKivinaraninwas
.. 1 am certain thatKI'vina could
from three days of
I
· ram.· The h'llmuddy
b
r
have
challenged the top runners had
y courses .ecame 5 lp- he not fallen· down the first time and
I
·th t.h 1•5 coupon and the Purchase
as up
more
andcourse.
more runners
II
1 pery
warmed
on the
By race got behind," said UNM track coach
Wl
.
of a Hamburger ( $1 .. 30 or more)
I time,
one could hardly maintain ba- Del Hessel.
lance in certain places. The gun
"I have completed my second
I1
a .55¢ savings
1 went off and a wide dash of runners year with my own training system,"
're· 12-14-82
I supplaashh.ed11 .through the first creek and Hessel
"We have and
comea
up withcontinued.
two All-Americans
Expl
I
Kivina slipped, went down and fine running record. After a short
I
Restaurant
.
was .suddenly in the back of the break, we will tum our attention to
I,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Frontier
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .... pack. Hequicklygot.backintheracc the indoor track season."
t'~'f t
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despite their Division II status, is a
strong team and Langdon said they
The women's gymnastics team would be very competitive in Diviwill compete in the Rocky Mountain sion I.
Open, this weekend in Colorado , The .Lobo women wiU be competSprings.
tng at 90 percent strength Langdon
Women's gymnastics coach Pete said. Deneen Black hurt her ankle
Lo~gdon said the high points outbefore the intrasquad meet and will
weighed the low during their intras- miss this weekend's meet. Antoinetquad meet in mid-November. te Gon2ales sprained her ankle and
"Some tricks were thrown that we will compete in only the parallel bars
hadn't seen. They perfonned better and the balance beam.
than expected," Langdon said.
Chris Riser will be in the allThe University of Nebraska, around
after missing the intrasquad
ranked tenth nationally in the
meet
with
a dislocated finger. Longwomen's pre-season poll, is e"· don said the
parallel bars are her
pected to be the Lobos' prime com- strongest
event.
Cyndi Backman,
petition. UNM defeated Nebraska at Tracy Kwiatkowski
and Lisa Fuller
the same meet last year. Langdon will be in the all-around
competiwas disappointed that his team was tion. "These three are my standby
not ranked. "The kids will have to all•arounders whom I can rely on
prove themselves and I think they any day of the week,'' said
will."
The Air Force Academy, the host Langdon.
school, and Denver University
Aline Robinson and Becky Murshould also be competitive. Denver, phy will also compete in the all-

·

tion. Not

Langdon was pleased with the
perfonnance level and intensity of
the team during the intrasquad meet
and said it should carry over into the
meet this weekend.

Sound like a good deal? It is I For details contact Suzanne
Assistant Director of
Admissions, Scholes HalL 277-5829.

BELOVED

SKI

The Navy is seeking applicants for positions in the following:
• Medical School Scholarships Pre·Med Seniors Only
• Medical Service Corps HeaHh Care Administration
Industrial Hygiene
Business Administration
• Nurse Corps • BSN
Join a very special team who enjoy a career with fine opportunities for growth and development. Full range of duty assign·
ments. Overseas travel. Specialties such as operating room
management, anesthesiology, family practice, pediatrics and
gynecology. Continued education and specialization opportunities. Up to $31,500 in 4 years. Excellent benefits. 30·days
paid vacation annually,

For more lnformltlon
c•ll 718-3815.

different part of the U.S., you also can take
advantage of courses and programs not avail-

BB1Q•ttiRG SKI BQVIPME1t:t'
I'BOM US MBAliS
B.A8Y PABKIRG
AlfDI'.AST
THE

HEALTH PROFESSION
MAJORS

pay in-state luilive and study in a

around while Martha Dummer, a
freshman walk-on, will compete in
the vaulting and floor e"ercises and
Natasha Strelkoff will work vaulting, floor and the parallel bars.

"HOME OF

ATTENTION

-------------------------
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If you will he a sophomore or a junior next year

and are a New Mexico resident, the 56 colleges

By George P. Chavez

0

266-02ll

Monday th~ wrestlers took the
· night off from practice but will be
back at it again on Tuesday to try and
hone the edge on their techniques
and attempt to put more intensity
into their perfonnances. The matmen will be preparing for competition in the Central State Oklahoma
Invitational and against Indiana
State University on January 12th and
the 14th.

have stronger programs than ours.
''We don't consider the Minnisota win an upset, because we're opto;;a mistic of our kids and our program.
~~ We want to feel that we can compete
consistantly against strong schools
ill. like them,'' he said.
.
While Dotson was satisfied with
S the dual wins he was less than happy
with the team's perfonnance in the

$4.99

For the Finest Selection of
Unique Natural Fiber Imported Fashions
at the Lowest Prices i» New Mexico.

Lobos Chris Luttrell at 118
pounds, Ralph Harrison at 126
pounds and Kevin Jackson at 190
pounds all finished in seventh place
in the invite.
"They did an outstanding job''
Dotson said.

=

ONLY

(100% Cotton India Print)

"We had three wrestlers who
wrestled well and showed improvement from earlier matches. The
others showed no improvement at
all," Dotson said. "We were hoping to finish higher than 12th. I was
pleased with the way we wrestled
but dissappointed that the other
wrestlers hadn't learned to improve
against top-notch competition."

=
wrestled well." Dotson
e said"We
.. "To beat Minnisota js like
Mexico beating USC in basket~- New
ball. We beat teams that supposedly

If you think you have problems with the above, you maybe evaluated at no charge
for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.

WRAP
SKIRTS

DOCTOR"

• Certified ski technicians
on staff
• First quality name brand
equipment ~ Hart,
DyDutar, Trak, Gese,
M'IUI81T, TyrolJa.
• Boots: Mens, Ladies,
Juniors
• Cross country and alpine
- Junior and Adult
• Car racks and ski clothing
• 24-hour service on repairs,
ref'mishing, & mounting

7509 Menaul N.E.
(at Pennsylvania)
( 505) 884·5611

I
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ONE MORE
ISSUE:
Monday,
December 13
1. Personals
111-:Y l'USII - SO rur, so good. Let's keep it that
way. liking you il the best thing I've done in a long

limelllsted ltcne buenojetcl Love, Spnz.
12/8
AMAZON, IIAVE YOU thought about wearing n
•,tJc larger than triple D7 The Texas Twim.
1218
MJKt~ A~~ I> .JJo:NNIFEH, good luck with your exam~
und h:tpp~ holidays! l.uve and ki11cs, M.D.T. nnd
!'.!'.
12/R
I\1AHY, I>ANA ANI> Troy: A 1inccre thanks is
•lwmcd appropriute · thut'l true; especially when
-.,n•c••nc ha-· really nice friend' like ~mt. Thanh fnr
tn.,klll~""r hirthday 11 ;pedal one! \1&M.
12 -'R
ilii.- lJ~CCI-:Miii•.lt .,A I.E t alt•ml.m, nc-;;;~.
l <dkwc·ar pattcJII;, dullH'•• vnflct} ul gill ttcm;. All
fCi 2~"'o ull thrmt~h llc~.cmhcr l he llnoknr,c, Hl9
\1t".l'>l· 247_'_11'~ r.~·~-'ia0~-- ~---__12- )\
M·\/All.A"'
"I'HINGDJU·.AK.
PI-:HH:t"r
( 'ltrL·,IHJa jl~(''>?'lll ""'k'~ !ttl in~ ur fi.t"tl. HR 1 lf,,l~t
>

12 13
1'1·~"'"·

IIIA!'iK!-1 Hm the parent eflccti•~rll'-,,
llwuph l'm •1till nut a great parent, I
X· rna .. thi':i year mort• riHtn before.
12!8
I l,l\('IIIUil X-lll<l>. Mur!(iiiCI.
~;~- ;;\\i:\iiliY mv lift• and my lmc ,;r 11 thut l ~>ill
nt'h't ll\r lor th1.l "'ake ,,f another 1mm, nor a~k
.tih•thcr man tu hvc fnr mme." .\yn Rand. 11 Atlac;
•.tuu~~ed" 19~7. ll<lC'• this tnll~ ring ,,f Nll(lilm,
~H~o-htl Dar\\-tlll~nl ur ntht>r ..,at•uficc, Mr. 1\lli:ll:'>?.
J.1.t~t1
~.-~w l'UJI\\1 nur

u,wTiii>Z

121~

~v\iu({'.~ ioiiRhltlc--;;'y.. a;.;"J;'IVing u' cru/y. Will
1\C c•cr mret'l !lope 1o! See yuu in thcSllB.
12/H
;;,AVAJO SPEAKING Sll'J>ENT needed lor lmef
mlonicl\. S~ Contn~t PhilntR42·6~19.
12tJ3
KIM, liiA"'K YOU for showing men Wile dt~em·
h.trkkaliun point thut bcgnn n rcwnrding Jt'urncy of
•,t'Jf dl'uo'Cr~, UIIUCr\tunding anu <lJ'prcdiltlOII Have
J tun Seattle X·IIIH\ and New Year "Ouch'' El.
tl·lle,uvcl) I aught).
12:8
i'u~-: M1XEIJ flAG! 1,1kc home" •arc gift ,,r nut~.
,tried lrUJh, g!uumi tocur' ttnd jelly beans for the
huhd,t}' 121 Yule SE, 1-i hlock ~outh 11f Central.
12il3
11101, CIJio.EH lll', twenty yciiT.s from no~> it won't
make annlilfercncc, llub.
12: J 3
o.w· MOitE tSSl'E or the Daily Lobo i~ left thi1
'cmc1ter. (jet YIHtr message to whom it may ~on,ern
t>clnrc it'' too lntc! Ami remember, special studem
rate ,,f 10 cent• per wonl per day for personal
C'hriltma'tnc\,:tgcs in !he Yule Log section.
1213
Ql'IFRf~'> AI'IU:Nmm "VEUDADEH" E•pnnol?
Nati••• uc F'raua. Llnmame. 266·2264.
IUI3
r.m:A:it: THANKS for making my 21st the greate~t.
Y•lll were absolutely >tunuing. You are forever in my
head:111dltcar1. Withallm}'llwe! YourT'.r.
1218
<;KA, IIAI'PY lOTIJ hirthday. Thank• for being you.
1 ,,.., rs.
121'8
HAPPY'i'9Ti!TOrny tuv~uiteS&S. Love, Door.
12/8
p.\'iSI'OI.~, Il)f:NTUI<'o\nO"' I'JIOTOS. Fu•t,
incxpcmi\c, plea;wg, Lll\H'-' 1•rke' in town! Two for
$~. Four for $7. Ncar llNM. ',,,m,. fl> 123 Wellesley
S,f'., C'orncr S•lver. or ~all 26'·~'2'
tfn
I'IH:<i"'.-\ "i('Y n:s fi.NG & <OUil' 'm~ Phon~ 247·
9811J.
tfn
Sl'l·:~:mmA OJ'I,'G
COl'R'iE --1-l!E ideal
ChmtnM' gift IM sU.:<·C\\, Start'> JJn l 9. Stanley
Kaplan (enter, 265·2524.
12/13
wr: GO'f UISTitllll'tOR'i. l're>eripli<ln eyeglass
!rumc' Orccnwi~h Village (I ennon Styles), gold
uml~''· $54.~0 (regular $65.00). l'ay less Orticinns.
trn
'llliJ ~lenaul N.fo., a•ro" from 1 aBellcs.
Gt:Rilii'.H•Ol'SI'E:"'SKY SITDY gtoup accepting
12!13
'tu<lcnh ~"1·24(11.
A(('('Jt,\ IE l!'iH!HMATION ABOl'T •outraccrtultl, 'teriltt.lt•un, olbortil'llo Right To Choose,
2Q4-0n1
tfn
CO'Iol o\('TS·l'OLISHI!'iG, SOLlltiON!! ( ascy
Opt kat c•Jtnpany t>n l.nmas Just \\Cit QfWushington.
trn
N~:w <:IU:UIT CAHI>l No one rcrused. Also in·
formation on recctving Visa and Mastercard with no
credit check. Call (602) 946-6203 ext. 0924.
1218

2. Lost&Found
CAS II REWARD FOR return of Ladles' shirts left
Nov. 29 on dryer, Laundromat, Girard and Indian
School. 344-8614.
12/8
Cl.AII\f VOUH LOST possessions at Campus Pollee
t(n
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.

3. Services

f'UI,L SERV!C£ TVPING. In by 9 ~.m., out by S
p.m. or overnight. Correcting Selectric. 268·0657,
12/13
LADY Dl TYPING Service, 881·3542.
12/13
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rcnt!lls, MARC's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE.
265-3315.
tfn
PIANO LESSONS. DEG,REED, experienced,
patient. 266--6212.
12113
24 HOUR TVPING service near UNM. Call 2473519.
12/13
A·l TYPIST, TERM papers, resumes. 299·8970.
12/13
TYPING, MEDlCAL/SCIENTIFIC terminology.
Papers, lab reports, etc. After6 p,111. 821·4378. 01/21
TYPING WIT II ELECTRICITY and style. Call Jim
between 6 p.m. and 8 a.m. 873·2257.
12/13
QUALITY TYPING. LOMAS·Tramway area. 85
cents/page. 299·1355.
12/13
ACCUHATE, I'ROFESSIONAL 1YPING and other
sccreturiul .services. Call THE OTHER OFFICE: 884·
6564.
12/13
HEASONAIILE/PHOFESSIONAL
TYPING.
Manuscript,, dissertations, thesis. IBM Selectric Ill.
299·6256 or299-2676.
12113
1YP1NG $1/pngc. 293-4892.
12113
J'HCWESSIONAL PROOE'REA()ING ANI> editing:
I ,.,t, ot<:<:unlle >ervh:c. Proficiency in all 1ubjects,
including 1dcntific and technical. Extensive
c1poricn••• ren"mable rate;. David 2~5·2001.
12/8
RI':Sl'~IE Pl.l!S NMV unique servi.:c, prnfc1~ional
rc•.nlt,, tow price\. l'nll293-6665
12113

4. Housing
I

AVAil.AiliJo: Jt\:-1. L ll\o-bcdroom townhOitSe
Jpl., new cuqwl\ ,md drape;, $300 plu1 utilities. 293·
5602.
12113
M!F ROOJ\tMAU: WANTED in co-ed house
h<'giruung imnwdiutclv. Non>moker please. Rent is
$1tL~irnanth. 266-0613.
12/13
ONt: IIJ.OCK t'ltOM campu,, one-bedroom apt. in
ad1•bc duple~. firepht\e and hardwood floors,
a'uilaoleJnn. 2. $27S plu~ utilitle,and Dl>. 293·5602.
12113
MAU: HOOMMATE WANTEIJ to share three
bedroom hlltne. Clean and neat, non-~mokcr. By
Tramwa)· and 1-40. $125 per month plu• \oi utilities.
298·9242.
1218
PRIVATE YARD, PATIO, remodeled, unfurnished,
12th Cnndcluriu area, $200imonth plu1 utilities. 344·
41J~ evening\,
1218
HOOMMATI: WANTED TO share three·bedroom
It<> usc ncar UNM. Non1moker, femule, no children,
will ct~nsrder pets. SI 55 plus v, ulillties. Cull Sue or
John ;~!266-4669.
12/S
I'EACEHl[, IIOUSMATI: WANTED. Monte Vi1ta
area. $125-140 negotiable. Share utilities, pets ok,
smokers ok. 268·6352.
12/8
Sl-:ARCHING FOU fiOUSJNG? Residence hails are
your nnswer for maximum convenience to campus
comfort and economy in housing am! food service.
Space is available for Spring semester, but apply
early! Inquire, l.a Posada 201, weekdays 9·4. Or call
277-2606
OJ 121
'·'~ BLOCK FHOM campus, one bedroom, furnished,
Available 12116.898-0921.
12113
FEMALE UOOMMATE NEEIJEI>. References
required, deposit, $200 monthly, split utilities. 242·
6660 evenings.
12113
A BLOCK TOUNM and ncar TV I. Deluxe I br$250.
2 br $310, mcludes utilities. 141 Columbia SE. 268·
0~25.
12/13
mm Bit S230. Studio $200 furnished and utilities
paid. 1218 Copper NE. F()ur blocks to UNM. 842·
6170.
12/13
TIIREE BEDHOOI'If, '.~, block from campus.
Available Jan. t. 898·0921,
12113
Tilt: CITADI-:L-SllPJo:nn location ncar UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or cffkiency, $250 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen w1th dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room nnd laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 Unhmity NE. 243·2494. tfn
SPECIAl. StUDENT APARTMENT. Furnished
cffidcncies, a walk from UNM, S1791mo, (ree heat.
Call242-2S~I or294-4404. 1710 Coal Pl. SE.
01:10
Al.L IJII,LS PAID. Two bedroom near UNM $250,
262·1151, Guaranteed Rentals.100smore.
12/13
t'Oil HENT: F.f'FIC!E~CY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.l'., $200/mo., for one person, $220/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $125 secunty deposit. Fully
furnished·~ccurity locks and laundry racilitlcs. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn
STUDENT SPECIAL! $50 Three room home. 262·
1751, Guaranteed Rentals. Open 7 days.
12113
TWO-DR UNFURNISHED cozy apartment for rent,
IJNM area, utilities partially paid, private parking,
lnquire266--6872.
12/8
EFFICIENCY, FURNISHED OR unfurnished,
starting at $130. Beautiful view, near TYI and UNM.
1313 WellesleySE. 256-7748 8 a.m. to5 p.m. 12/13
HOUSEMATE WANTED TO share cozy one bdrm.
$190/mo. and ~ utilities. NE area. Call 884-6030
evenings, wknds,
12/13
ROOMMATE WANTED TWO-bedroom; utilities
12113
paid, $120 month. Marchello 266-1814.

ANOTHER DIVORCE AND Personal Growth
Seminar begins Jan. II f()r ten Tuesdays 7:30.9:30
p.m. Cost: S8S. Call Bobbie Brown, Ph.D, 883-0121
or Walter Polt, MA, 266·3421.
12/Jj
SHIPPING CHRISTMAS PRESENTS. Call Bckins
Moving and Storage 881·2666. Complete packing for
UPS Services. l'or more details, call today.
12113
YOt' SLEEP, WE type. IBM Selectric II. Overnltc
service, Kinko's Copies. 255-9613.
12/13
TYPIST, ON CAMI'US. Sense of humor. Some
genius. 242·3093.
01131
VICTOitiA'S WOHD SMITHY: Word processing,
typing. Call Vickie nnytimc821·4812.
12/13
OVEitWEIGIIT? NEED 35 overweight people for an
all natural weight control program. Call now. 255·
9866.
12/8
24 HOUR TV PING service. 881-0628.
02/l
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, disser·
tatJ()ns, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-318 I,
12113

$

I

.99

UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75
( (JURT <ml ADDITIONAl
'110 C UAIICI: OR OBLI(,ATtON
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WL..,Iern B.m~ Bldg./141-1&01

J CAI111UTH

& A'>(()( tATEI
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DEVELOPING
& PRINTING

We'll develop & print your 110, 126.35 MM (C·41} color print film.
12 EXPOSURE '1.99 •.. 24 EXPOSURE 13.99 ... 36EXPOSURE 15.911.

Coupon must accompany order. limit 1roll per coupon. Allow 3
day turn around with coupon.

Zuni & San Mateo
I
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268-6090

7. Travel

OliT-OF-STATE students: Take/mid home
beautiful handcrafted Chrlstmal Ojos. Very
reasonable. 266·3047, near UNM.
12/8
CASSETTE IIECORDEH SUPEHSCOPE C-200LP
$75. Scotch AVM-90 tapes $2.50 quantity.
12113
1976 Vf;GA 4-sp., cassette stereo, steel-belted radials,
good ~onditlon, $1495 or belt ofrer. Call Vince 477·
397~.
12113
PUCH MOPED 150 mpg, maximum 40 mph, $300
firm. 268·6900 after l p.m., 262·1418 mornings.
1218
ONf;.WAY
ALDUQUEHQUE-Chicago
airline
ticket, $160. Call243·0207.
12/8
61 CM II!ANCHI racing bike, like new, $350. 2·65
em Gitanes $100 and $150. Rnliegh 3·spced $65.
Mnny more good used bikes. Call Dan'! Boone at
Two Wheel Drive, 243·8443.
12/13
YES! It'S HERE! The Men ofUNM and the Women
of UNM 1983 calendars are on sale at bookstores and
newsstands everywhere! The perfect gift for friends
and family!.
01/10
111M EXECUTIVE T\'PEWitiTEUS.. $300.
Reconditioned IUM Selectrics from $500. Orand new
correcting Selectric ll's - $910 w/30 day warranty.
Reconditioned IBM Electronic typewriters - cnll for
prices. GJC 292-6467 (mornings), 296·3415
(evening~).
1218
MOVING SALE: DESK $45, sofa bed $85, queen
size bed $95, Caii2SS·2014.
1218
111M EXECUTIVE TYPEWRITER, good condition,
$195. 242·0215.
1218
NEWTONIAN ltEFLECTOH TELESCOPE: Eight
inch Pyrex mirror, German equatorial mount,
assorted eyepieces. Call881·3067 for more details.
12/13
NEW- SONV WALKMAN Ill S90. Vasque X·
country ski boots, men's size 10, .$45, 242·1449. 12113
SKIS, ATOMIC WOHLD Cup Hu 185 em. Never
drilled, still in wrappers $280. New sacrifice for$150.
Mutt26S-6549.
12113
SEW Mf;XICO ART Supply Christmas Sale. 20·
SO"'o discounts on rine and commercial art materials.
Tables, easels, painting sets, technical pens, port·
folios, silkscreen sets and much more. Gift cer·
tificates available. Open Man-Sat, 9·5:30. 2510
CcntraiSE, across from UNM.
12113
TYPE IT YOUHSf:LF and Save. Olympia report
deluxe electric typewriter, Germnn made, SlOO. 242-

RIDER TO OH near Washington, D.C. Call 256·7127
for more information. Ask for John.
12113
RIDE WANT Ell TO Chicago/Milwaukee area. Will
share usunls. 265-6871 Dave.
12/8
NOROI CAROLINA JUDE needed, Will share
12/13
costs. Call Gregg 242·7308.
FLV TO •'LORIDA. l have one--way ticket to Fort
Myers, $95. 865·0106.
12/13
RIDES TO CIIICAGO for Chrlstmns.l..ea>ing 12113
afternoon, return l/15. Ron255·3392 or277-5736.
01/10
WANTE:O; ~tiDE TO NEVADA, preferably Reno
12/18. Share driving, expenses, Lenndra 277-3068.
12/13
WANTED: COUPLE NEED ride to south Florida
for Christmas brenk. Will share driving/expenses,
Jack, Terry 345-4052.
12/13
ADVEitTISE VOUR TltiP, adventure or ride needs
in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

8. Miscellaneous
YOU AND SANTA! An BxiO double-weight malte
finish, black and while print of you and Sandra or
Santa Claus. From UNM Photo/Cine Service for $2
and the coupon from next Monda}"s lobo.
1218
WOOL COAT SALE- Select military coats V. off
(under $10), Kaufman's: a Real Army-Navy Store,
504 Yale SE. 265·1777.
12/8
FANTASTIC K.TTENS: FREE to good homes. All
black males and females, fully housetmined and only
10 weeks old. See them at 207 Stanford SE (2 blocks
south of Johnson Gym).
12/13
IIA VE AN ADVENtURE this weekend! Skydivel
Call the Albuquerque Parachute Center for In·

1973 GR.AN PRIX PS PB, auto, AIC, excellent
condition. $1600. Taking offers 277-5515 or 2563645.
12/8
St.EitEO SVSTEI\f INTEHGR.ATED. Sansul
technl" und PiMccr components. Excellent con·
dition, wotth $4,000. Sacrifice for $1 ,500. 888-3142.
12/13
1980 Pl!'itO, HUNS excellent, standard, good in
miles, $2,350.266-2264.
12113
68 V.W, BAJA cheap dependable transportation.
Bob292.0221.
12113
1982 CHEVY ONE-ton carry-all. 12,000 miles on
rebuilt 283 engine. Great R.V, or work truck.
Extremely clean vehicle, $1300.265-4122.
12/8
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9. Las Noticias
SALE SALE SALE. The Te11tbook Co-Qp wants you
to buy old books at ridiculously low prices. Open
until Friday, Dec. 17, Located in room24·A of SUB.
277·3701.
12113
CLUB? MEETING? ()RGANIZATION? Advertise
~~N~~
. . .
~

10. Yule Log
MARGARET AND SCOTT; Es gerallt uns am
besten, Freunde wie lhr zu haben. Frohe Welnachten,
und Frohllches neues Jahr. Margaret, mag deln
Strumpf mit "I) nderalls" besetzt sein. Mit aile unserer Liebe- See No Evil, Hear No Evil, Speak No
Evil.
1218
I>OHT, VOU'HE A real sweety. Have a great
Christmas. Many hugs and kisses, The Masked
12/8
Agorian.
TO PETER PAGE, n wundervoll wordsmith, a gut
grnmmerien, "prof," und Freund. Dankel
Froehliche Ferienzeitl Your "studcs'' English 240
'82.
1218
TO MJ FltOM JJ. I love you, Merry Christmas.
1218
GAR·BEAit, LOOKING forward to a warm
Christmas. lLY, Boo-boo bear.
12/8
MERRY CHRISTMAS TO the greatest roommate on
campus: Tessa S.l Happy holidays. Love, Lit. 12/R
L'II, TOASTER: TJlE warmth you bring/ melts
glacial snow/ thnl enwrapped my hearV so long ago,/
You're so brigiJI/ when oh so near/ Now my heart's
on fire/ with holiday cheer! Pep Tart.
1218
ONE MORE CHANCE Is left to send your Christmas
cheer in the Daily Lobo's Yule Log. Special studem
rate of TEN CENTS per word. Please, only per:;onal
Christmas messages.
1218
KELLY: TO TilE girl who makes my life simple and
$Weet, I hope 1· never make you weep. I love you.
Merry Christmns. Jim.
1218
HAPPY nmTHI>A Y YVONNE B. I still know
something. Merry Christmas?,
1218
BUGSY, MEHHY CHRISTMAS! I'll be misstn' ya
somethin' awful! Love ya, Dollface.
12/R
MEimV CHRISTMAS TO my three best friends,
Jennifer C., Karl M. and Beth 0. Loveyal Liz. 1218
SCORPIO WOMEN OF the Newsroom: Hope you
gel to relax and sleep during the break. B~sl wishes
for a Merry Christmas and good luck In the nrw year.
I'll miss your company. Much love nnd affection
from the Night Owl. Hoot Hoot.
1218
TERESA, THANKS FOR a great semester. I
couldn'.t have made it without you and we wouldn't
have made it without Jesus. P.T.L.l Merry Christ·
mast Love, Martha.
12/8
DAVE-MERRV X·MAS, happy New Year and
good luck next semester. Steve.
12.18
DINGO, IT IS gelling beuer and better. Love the
bunny shorts. Merry Christmas. G3.
1218
E.T. GO flO ME for Christmas.
1218
HEV HEV BOO-Boot Have a good semester break
and a Merry Christmasllove, Robbie· Robbie. 1218

59 Six-line poem
WEDNESDAY'S
63 Cupid
PUZZLE SOLVED
1 Flaccid
64 Locals:
5 Arctic
2words
10 Spring
66 Horse
14 Culture
67 "You have
--It"
medium
15 Root or Yale 68 Peruvian
16 Persian poet 69 "Jane-"
17 Disgruntled 70 Race horse
19 Preposition 71 Scoff
20 Timorous
21 Skipped item DOWN
23 Again
25 Pornography 1 Final
26 Initiators
2 Opera prince
30 Mounts
3 Colt's parent
34 --mile limit 4 Get set
35lmage
5 N.C. river
6 Palm leaf:
37 Gossip
24Pen
47 Drinking do
38Skill
Var.
26 Tripod
49 Magpie
39 Discerns
7 Italian Isle
51 Took It easy
27 Pang
42 Byway of
8 Attention28 Russ. guild
53 Prorate
getters
43 Happy song
29 Bouquet
55 Diet
9Germ
45 Opening
31 Urban
56 Chinese port
46 Still unpaid
10 Palmed off
32 Threefold
57 Loud sound
11 All: Prefix
48 Beguile
33 Male parties 58 Forfeit
12 Treaty gp.
50 Balconies
36 Music group 60 Prong
13 Radio tube
52 Dear: lt.
40 High peaks
61 Noun suffix
18 Indicated
54 Asian fetes
41 Classifier
62 Autocrat
55 Parting word 22 Up: Prefix
44 Swiss canton 65Small
ACROSS

~

UI3.

formation concerning our next First Jump Course.
Special rates for students and military. Call a71·4016.
12/13
LEATHER JACKETS $75 - Genuine leather, used,
great condition. Kaufman's: a Real Army-NavY
Store, 504 Yule SE, 26H777.
1218

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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DELfVER TUE LOBO, MUll be UNM student, have
own truck or van, and be able to work 7·10 a.m.
Monday through Friday. Job starts Jnn. 10, 1983.
Apply in 131 Mnrron Hull 8 a.m. to S p.m.
12/13
SUBJECfS WANTED TO participate in psychology
experiments. One hour per day for about ten weeks.
Pay Is $5 per hour. Contact Dr. Dougher jn
Psychology, 277·3205. Hours are Oexible.
'12113
NATIONAL FIRM EXPANDING- Ambitious,
independent sales oriented Individual desiring
unlimited earnings potential to join a growing
regional sales organization in Albuquerque, Success
atmosphere with management opportunity, This
opportunity can be explained In confidence by
sending resume to: William E. Ebel, 6400 Uptown
Blvd. NE #3()()E, Albuquerque, NM 87110.
12/8
BANK TELLER, WILL train, rull·tlme. Call now!
262·1751, Guaranteed Jobs.
12/13
FOURTH VEAH TELECOMMUNICATIONS
students only. KOB·TV/PMMagazinc has two intern
openings. One production specialist, one
writing/research specialist. 20 hours per week
beginning spring semester. Contact Wanda Lippert,
243-4411 ext. 471.
ll/13
CARPET CLEANER, NO experience needed. Uig
money. 262-175 I, Guaranteed Jobs.
12/13
AVAILABLE JOBS! CALL the experts at262·1751,
Guaranteed Jobs.
12113
CHUJSE SHIP JOBS! Great income potential. All
occupations, For Information, call (602) 998-0426
ext. 924,
12113

5. ForSale
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6. Employment

LAitGE HOUSE, CLOSE, heat paid, singles, pets,
$500. Large bedroom apts, fireplace downstairs,
utilities paid, negotiable. 842·9683.
12/13
RENT ONE-DR condo, $2&5, utilities paid, J>ool and
jacuzzi, close to UNM. 242·5045.
12/13
WALK ·ro UNM, Cozy one bedroom In excellent
neighborhood. Hardwood floors, built In shelves.
5200/month, all utilities included. 242·1800 or 268·
2108.
12/13
F~EE RENT ••• one bdr with free utilities. Two
blocks rrom UNM, Move in mid-December, first
payment in January, $189.277-5675 or277·3969,
12/8
ROOMMATE WANTED TO share three-bedroom
house, three blocks NE or campus, $125·$145
(negotiable), split utilities. 268-6352.
12113
MALE CHRISTIAN WANTED to share Old Town
two-bdr., two·bthr. townhouse, $150 plus half
utilities, Junior, ~enior or grad preferred. Call after S
p.m., Russell, 843·6574.
12/13
UNFURNISHED BEDROOM AND bath im·
mediately available. Can furnish. 265·2232.
12/13
VISITING PltOFESSOR SEEKS house to sit, Dec.
21 to Jan. 10, 836·0738,
12/13
TAOS SKI. HENTAL: Two bedroom house, furnished kitchen. $250 wk. (505) 758·4584.
12/13
DUY,I>ON'T RENT! Three bedroom house plus apt.
Three blocks from University. Approx. $3,000 down
with FHA Loar•• 293·6458.
12/13
$135 THREE BEDROOM home, reduced rent. 262·
1751, Guaranteed Rentals.
12/13

